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◇ ◇ ◇

! In evaluating these poems as haiku, I was looking not just for cryptic minimalism but a sense of tripartite measure 
(in terms of either form or logical structure). More important was an almost Joycean epiphany: a sudden change of scale 
or context.  That in turn requires a word or phrase that is sufficiently detailed, precise, irreplaceable and robust to serve as 
the hinge between two radically discrepant contexts or shared perspectives.

! My first choice, accordingly, is Robert Epstein's poem:

! ! birdsong
! ! her whole world
! ! through that peephole

Here the significance of the haiku's generic traits—condensed scale and perspectival shift—are explicitly thematized in 
the description of a world dependent on a particular scope (“through that peephole”) and the suggestion of a “whole 
world” reduced to such a narrow compass (evoking William Blake’s hope “to see the world in a grain of sand” and Hamlet’s 
declaration that he “could live in a walnut shell and feel like the king of the universe”). The lynchpin, then, is 
“peephole”—echoing both the congruence of the “whole” and the “hole” as  well as the estranging shift between the 
audible and visible in the two senses of peep: the quick glance and the sound of the young bird.  

! Honorable mention goes to Cherie Hunter Day’s poems:

! ! leverage & dosage a punch easy with vermillion

! and

! ! window scratching the sheen of a failed wing

Here the tripartite logic of the syntax unrolls through the lines as each poem develops, requiring the reader to adjust 
assumptions, reweight terms, and account for the relation between the grammatical units (are “leverage & dosage,” for 
instance, enumerated in parallel to “a punch easy with vermillion” or are they the first part of an appositive assertion that 
leverage and dosage are a kind of punch—one then further defined as being “easy with vermillion”?). That final phrase 



then invites one to reevaluate “punch”: does the red (vermillion) arise from the impact of a blow, or does it indicate a face 
flushed from imbibing a drink spiked (dosed) with alcohol? Readings, in all cases, depend on how the units are parceled 
out (their dosage) and where grammatical pressure is applied (leveraged). 

! Similarly, in its alliterative move between “window” and “wing,” the second poem shifts the terms associated with 
the former (scratches and sheen) to the later, which becomes the object of the window's action. Paradoxically, the wing, 
the very metaphor for mobility, seems violently acted upon by the immobile window. These reversals in turn suggest the 
reflective mirroring of a window pane, and perhaps the disorientation that could lead to—or follow from—an 
unsuspected impact with its glass. Spoiled by its collision with the window (to scratch the sheen would be, idiomatically, 
to take the shine off), the wing  has also apparently failed (a word which, happily, contains the French word for wing: aile). 
Once again, however, whether that failure is the result of an impact or the cause of an impact remains unclear. With 
causation and agency destabilized in these ways, the reader can make only slight progress in understanding the situation, 
and cannot penetrate very far into the narrative. We can, in other words, like the window itself, only scratch the surface. 

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Craig Dworkin                              

Craig Dworkin is the author of Reading the I"egible (Northwestern UP) and No Medium (MIT Press) and the editor of 
several volumes, including, most recently, Against Expression (with Kenneth Goldsmith) and The Sound of Poetry/ The Poetry 
of Sound (with Marjorie Perloff).  He teaches literature at the University of Utah, where he edits the Eclipse Archive 
<http://english.utah.edu/eclipse>
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	 	 	 the neuron choir
          sings this
      one thought

	 	 	 	 Peter Newton

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! DRAMATIS PERSONA
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Husband,
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 wife,
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 son,
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ceiling sex of flies

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Jack Galmitz



	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 you too
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 can contribute a verse
            to my DNA 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Tyrone McDonald

	 	 	 	 	 	 sexless yet . . .
	 	 	 	 	 	 spermatozoa
	 	 	 	 	 	 in the big she
 
 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 John W. Sexton



sleep sweeps a backlog of numbered faces into the free hallowed

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Susan Diridoni

  vacation over an industrial scale cobweb      

	 	 	 	 	 	 Helen Buckingham



	 	 	 	 	 	 	 cosmos of paraphernalia dissolving

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Mike Andrelczyk

	 	 	 	 surfer in the tube event horizon

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 George Swede



	 	 	 the ocean driven by

	 	 Jack Galmitz

       Distance             apparently
  
                better disposed
 
                              as if
 
       bereft             white mist

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Rebecca Lilly



stone’s throw
the rest of north

behind us

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Gary Hotham

	 	 	 	 	 	 wind kenneling cool & wide as the lake

	 	 	 	 	 Cherie Hunter Day



	 what became deeper of you i let in

	 	 Richard Gilbert

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 pressing the front of night white peach

	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Scott Terrill



	 	 the soft syllables of their language stumbling bruised sweet

	 	 	 	 	 Susan Diridoni

	 	 	 	 except in the case of brief quotations moonset

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Lee Gurga



	 	 	 fall leaves fall open spaces where none were

	 	 	 	 	 	 Jack Galmitz

        A country road.  A tree.
 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 for lack of a bit of
        crow 

	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Eve Luckring



      Year by year        the fields

      run to seed         hedges &

      endless       the dark gently

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Rebecca Lilly

	 	 	 a horse being whipped semiconscious as one

     Michael McClintock  



! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! inaninstantinstinct

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Roland Packer





INTRO

Makoto Ueda is the author of 15 books about Japanese poetry, of which two are written in Japanese.  He is professor 
emeritus of Japanese literature at Stanford University.  

As a translator, critic, and biographer, he has provided English readers some of the finest resources on haiku, senryu, 
tanka, and Japanese poetics.  His numerous groundbreaking publications have broadened and deepened the 
understanding of Japanese literature through the rigor of his scholarship and the incisiveness of his commentary. He has 
published influential tomes on Bashō, Buson, and Issa, and he is the first translator to anthologize the entire spans of 
modern Japanese haiku and tanka in individual books published in English.  

English-language readers’ notions of haiku and tanka have been shaped primarily through translations of pre-modern 
poets. Therefore, Professor Ueda’s work on 20th century writers, as well as his contextualization of the pre-modern 
masters within their literary milieu, has had an enormous impact, destabilizing and expanding the knowledge and practice 
of English-language poets working in the genre.  His translations of senryu provide a much needed cultural history for 
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English readers, while his translations of female haiku poets help to fill a gaping hole in the genre’s history.  Professor 
Ueda’s scholarship has nurtured English-language haiku’s growth from infancy into a burgeoning childhood.  

We are honored to offer a rare interview with Professor Ueda, who granted me the privilege to correspond with him 
despite challenging health issues. The exchange took place via the postal system over the summer and autumn of 2012.  
Eve Luckring and Scott Metz prepared the following questions, with substantial input from Richard Gilbert and Jack 
Galmitz. 

% % % % % % % Eve Luckring
! ! ! ! ! ! ! San Francisco, November 11, 2012



❀                    ❀                    ❀

AN INTERVIEW WITH MAKOTO UEDA (PART 1)

R’r: Would you please share with us six, or so, of your favorite haiku, choosing examples that represent different historical 
periods in the development of  Japanese haiku?  

Could you say why these particular poems move you, or exemplify excellence, or have contributed to the development of 
Japanese haiku?

MU: It has been more than ten years since I worked with Japanese haiku.  I’ll try to remember, but what I recall are the 
poems that are not very famous.  They are as follows:

By Matsuo Bashō (1644-94)

kumo nani to ne wo nani to naku aki no kaze

! spider—what is it,
! what is it you are crying?
! autumn wind

This is one of Bashō’s early haiku.  The repetition of “what is it?” echoes the Danrin style, but covering it is an overall 
loneliness felt by the poet.  He knows the spider doesn’t cry, yet he wonders what the crying voice would be like if it were 
to cry.  The haiku is reminiscent of a Zen question.

By Chiyojo (1703-75)

yūgao ya onna no hada no miyuru toki

! moonflowers in bloom
! when a woman’s skin
! gleams through the dusk



Moonflowers are white, looking somewhat like flowers of a morning glory. They often grow in the yard of a farmhouse, as 
they eventually produce gourds. Apparently, in the evening dusk a farmer’s wife is bathing in the yard, and while her face 
and hands are suntanned, the parts of her body that have been covered by clothes are stunningly white.  The haiku seems 
a little erotic.

By Yosa Buson (1716-84)

hata utsu ya ugokanu kumo mo nakunarinu

! tilling the field—
! the cloud that did not move
! is gone

Buson wrote many painting-like haiku, one of which is this one.  It presents a peaceful country scene where a farmer is 
tilling the field all day.  The haiku suggests something that a painting cannot suggest: the passage of time.  Time passes 
slowly but steadily, whether or not man is aware of it.

By Kobayashi Issa (1763-1828)

aozora ni yubi de ji wo kaku aki no kure

! in the blue sky
! I scrawl letters with a finger—
! the end of autumn

This seems to be one of many existentially negative haiku characteristic of Issa. He writes in the air several characters 
which in no time disappear in the deep sky.  Ultimately, the haiku suggests the futility of all things the poet does.

By Takahama Kyoshi (1874-1959)

kiri hitoha hi atari nagara ochini-keri



! a paulownia leaf
! basking in the sunlight
! falls to the ground

This is a shasei haiku, the poet looking objectively at a large paulownia leaf falling to the ground.  The leaf is somewhat 
yellowish, as the fall season approaches.  The poem reminds of a great man dying after a life of fame and glory.

By Katsura Noboku (1914-2004)

mado no yuki nyotai nite yu wo afureshimu

! snow on the window—
! a female body makes hot water
! overflow the tub

Traditionally women who write haiku have been very few, as they were more attracted to tanka which expresses emotion 
far more freely.  But they have greatly increased since the mid-20th century, and today they outnumber men. Katsura 
Noboku was one of the most eloquent of them, as seen in this example.

R’r: What would you most like the international community to understand about Japanese haiku and its development over time? 

MU: Japanese haiku was well introduced to Western readers by such pioneers as R. H. Blyth, Harold G. Henderson, and 
William J. Higginson.  The nature and history of haiku have since been studied fully by a number of authors, and there 
seems to be little to add.  Perhaps more of today’s haiku may be translated, but it is hard to distinguish good and bad 
poems in our own time.

If among modern poets there is one who might need more attention in the West, that would be Yamaguchi Seishi 
(1901-94).  I think he was the greatest haiku poet in the 20th century, greater than Masaoka Shiki (1867-1902). Though his 
haiku collection was published in English translation in 1993 , he does not seem to be known too well (Note: The Essence of 

Modern Haiku: 300 Poems by Seishi Yamaguchi, translated by Takashi Kodaira and Alfred H. Marks, Weatherhill).  His poems were 
truly “modern” in subject-matter, technique, and the way in which he perceived nature.  He used words and phrases in a 
refreshingly new way.  He saw things intellectually and made them into haiku intellectually.  Here is the most famous of 
his haiku:



natsu no kawa akaki tessa no hashi hitaru

! river in summer—
! a rusty iron chain, its end
! soaking in the water

The iron chain soaking in the river that flows amid a large city—the haiku suggests the sterile existence of modern men 
living in an industrious city.

R’r: How, or in what ways, has Western art/literature/politics influenced Japanese haiku since the 1930s?

Since the beginning of the modern period, Japanese haiku has been under the powerful influence of Western culture.  The 
idea of shasei, proposed by Shiki, had its roots in graphic realism prevalent in Western painting the latter half of the 19th 
century.  Natsume Sōseki (1867-1916), who wrote haiku under Shiki, was a professor and accomplished scholar in English 
literature. Kawahigashi Hekigodō (1873-1937), who advocated “haiku with no center of interest,” got his original 
inspiration from reading Western literature, especially Gorky’s The Lower Depths.  In similar ways, subsequent haiku 
writers have received some kind of influence from Western literature and civilization.  I’ll cite three examples since the 
1930’s.

The first example is one of proletarian haiku that had its peak during the first half of the 1930’s.  In 1930 Kuribayashi 
Issekiro (1894-1961), a founder of the movement, said “Capitalism has come to a standstill when it developed into 
imperialism.  At its fall there appears a reaction, namely a movement to class literature—proletarian haiku.”  Following is 
the haiku he wrote in 1937:

taihō ga ōkina kuchi akete ore ni muite iru hatsuzuri

! a cannon
! with its huge mouth
! turns toward me
! on the New Year’s paper



This is a free-verse haiku, as many proletarian haiku were.  In the New Year’s newspaper, the poet saw the photograph of 
a large cannon with its muzzle turned toward him.  The war between China and Japan started in 1937.  Issekiro founded a 
couple of haiku magazines and advocated proletarian haiku, until he got arrested in 1941 under increasingly oppressive 
measures of the government. Proletarian haiku met the same fate.

The second example has to do with a provocative essay that shocked the haiku world after the end of the Second World 
War.  In 1946, Kuwabara Takeo (1904-68) published an influential magazine article condemning haiku as a “second-rate” 
art form. (Note: a translation by Mark Jewel is available at <http://simplyhaiku.com/SHv4n1/features/Kuwabara.html> 

Simply Haiku 4.1, 2006) Before writing the article, he had distributed twelve anonymous haiku among various people and 
asked their opinions on the poems.  Their answers were widely different, the same poem praised highly by some and 
censured severely by others.  No haiku poem, Kuwabara concluded, could be recognized as good unless its author is 
known to be a famous poet.  In other words, a haiku poet must first establish his fame in an area other than haiku.  
Though mentioned nowhere in the article, Kuwabara’s method and conclusion were the same as those in Practical 
Criticism (1929) by I. A. Richards, who did a similar experiment in England. Kuwabara was a professor of French at Kyoto 
University and was well versed in Western culture.

The case of Nakamura Kusatao (1901-83), one of Kuwabara’s contemporaries, would serve as the third example of Western 
influences on Japanese haiku. Kusatao majored in German at Tokyo University and read a good deal of Western books, 
especially works of Nietzche, Holderlin, Chekhov, Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, and Strindberg.  Those works formed the basis of 
his later view on life and helped him to become a major haiku poet.  One of his finest haiku is:

sora wa taisho no aosa tsuma yori ringo uku

! the sky looks
! primeval blue; from my wife
! I receive an apple

The poem was written when the poet had lost his home in an air raid during the Second Wold War.  It reminds us of 
Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden as described in the Bible.  Kusatao had plenty of biblical knowledge; in fact, he 
eventually became a Christian.

R’r: You have translated into English a multitude of Japanese haiku written in a broad range of styles by poets who have 
advocated varying principles as to what haiku should aspire to.  

http://simplyhaiku.com/SHv4n1/features/Kuwabara.html
http://simplyhaiku.com/SHv4n1/features/Kuwabara.html


In Far Beyond the Field, you say “Most often a haiku is a poem where one or more images present the germs of what the poet feels
—the fountainhead, in fact, of her inspiration.  The value of an individual haiku depends upon the depth in which its images 
probe human reality.”  

In Bashō and His Interpreters, you say: “To put the matter briefly, I believe that a hokku, when appreciated by itself, is a short, three-

phrase poem intended to charm the reader into contemplating an aspect of nature or the human condition, usually through the 
help of a seasonal image.  I also share the view that the seventeen-syllable poem presents an observation or sentiment in all its 
immediacy, before it is intellectually conceptualized.” 
 
Do you believe that a poem written in English (or other languages) needs to be written in a fixed form in order to be called a 
haiku?  
  

Or, that it needs to be written in three lines or have ”three phrases”?  

Are there any formal requirements (like short/long/short phrases, a clear grammatical break, a season word)  that you would 
require of  haiku written in languages other than Japanese? 

MU: When I translated a Japanese haiku into English, I had a fairly liberal attitude in terms of its form.  All I aimed at 
was that the work translated into English was in three lines—preferably short/long/short phrases—and read like an 
English poem.  I didn’t believe it should have a 5-7-5 syllable pattern.  Rather, my thinking was to follow what seemed to 
be a standard view in America: an ideal haiku in English has the form of three lines of 2, 3, 2 accented beats; but I have to 
confess that in most cases my translations fell far short of the ideal.  There was no question that a normal Japanese haiku 
had three phrases.  I therefore didn’t agree with those who translated it into the form of one line (like Hiroaki Satō), two 
lines (like Harold Stewart), or four lines (like Nobuyuki Yuasa).

Above is my opinion on translating a Japanese haiku into English. I believe an original haiku written in English (or any 
other languages other than Japanese) should be freer in form.  After all, in Japan itself there have been those like 
Kawahigashi Hekigodō and Ogiwara Seisensui (1884-1976) who advocated what they called the “free-verse haiku.” Ozaki 
Hōsai (1885-1926) and Taneda Santōka (1882-1940) produced some of the best works in that form.  I think a number of 
fine English haiku belong to this category, although I am in no position to make evaluative judgment on them.

R’r: Is referentiality important to haiku?

MU: Reference to nature, which changes with the cycle of seasons, was essential to classical Japanese haiku.  As you know, 
historically it derived itself from hokku, the opening verse of renku, which was required of presenting a season word.  



Today a large majority of those in Japan who write haiku still use season words, though those words have been expanded 
and become inclusive of foreign vocabulary.  A small number of haiku poets who reject kigo do exist, but many of their 
haiku incidentally contain words implying a season or suggest nature by the whole tone of the poem.  There is no doubt 
that a haiku poem gains its depth in meaning when it is connected with nature or part of nature.

A similar thing may be said about haiku written in English.  In America, seasons are not so clear as in Japan; in fact, they 
differ greatly in various parts of the area.  But my hope is that an English haiku has some kind of “flavor of nature” 
somewhere, because nature is a basic part of haiku.  In case the poem does not have that flavor, it may be called, not 
haiku, but senryu, or short free verse, or some such name.

R’r: Your response went straight to referentiality with regard to nature, the cycle of seasons, and the use of kigo—all essential to 
classical haiku.  

What about referentiality to other literature?  allusions to historical or current events? —what Haruo Shirane calls “cultural 
memory” and discusses in regard to “the vertical axis” in Traces of Dreams: Landscape, Cultural Memory and the Poetry of Bashō (1998)? 

Or (although we have no equivalent of  utamakura and haimakura) references to famous places?

Is this type of referentiality, or allusion, something that can equally enhance a haiku’s “depth of meaning,” as much as a 
reference to nature?

Do you feel this type of  allusion is an important feature for haiku written in other languages in order to further develop the 
“vertical axis” Shirane said was often lacking in English-language haiku?

MU: Referentiality to historical events and famous places is important to haiku, but its importance seems to have 
decreased in modern times.  It was particularly significant in Bashō’s haiku, partly because he admired past medieval 
poets like Saigyo and Sogi, and partly because he was a writer of renku which made frequent use of the “vertical axis.”  
Modern haiku poets do not appear to pay that kind of high regard to past cultural tradition.  They make much less use of 
utamakura or haimakura.

I agree that the vertical axis is often lacking in English haiku, although I hesitate to make a generalization in view of my 
limited reading of it.  The situation is the same to some extent in modern Japanese haiku, in spite of Takayanagi’s example 
I cite. (NOTE:  see below)



R’r: Uda Kiyoko, the President of  the Modern Haiku Association, has said in an interview:

“So, yes, haiku “cuts” explanation: this is haiku. Haiku “cuts”: scenes, actions, everything, and cuts time and language. So, 

though it is said that "cutting" is really omission, I think that "cutting" is at the same time the essential proposition of   haiku.

And, if asked about what haiku is, there are a variety of aspects of haiku—that is, as a seasonal verse, or as a form of poetry 

consisting of “five-seven-five”—but the essence of haiku is “cutting,” in my opinion.”  (Simply  Haiku: A Quarterly  Journal of 
Japanese Short Form Poetry, Winter 2009, vol 7 no 4; accessed Sep 16th, 2012 

<http://simplyhaiku.com/SHv7n4/features/Gilbert.html>).

And as you know, Bashō was recorded by Kyorai in his Kyoraishō (circa 1704 CE):

Placing kireji in hokku [haiku] is for those beginners who do not understand the nature of cutting and uncutting very 
well. . . . [However,] there are hokku which are well-cut without kireji. Because of their subtle qualities,  [for beginners] 

more common theories have been founded, and taught. . . . Once, the master,  Bashō, said, as an answer to the question of 

Jōsō [one of Bashō's ten principal disciples. b.1662?-1704]: “In waka, after 31-on, there is kire. In hokku, after 17-on, there 

is kire.” Joso was immediately enlightened. Then, another disciple asked [on the same topic], and the master, Bashō, 

answered, “When you use words as kireji,  every word becomes kireji. When you do not use words as kireji, there are no 

words which are kireji.” And the master said, “From this point, grasp the very depth of the nature of kireji on your own.” 

All that I have described here is  what the master revealed, until the very threshold of its true secret [oral tradition], the 
thickness of  one leaf  of  shoji-paper.  

(Kyorai. (2001) 'Kyoraishō,' in Isao Okuda (ed.)  Shinpen nihon bungaku zenshu vol 88: “Renga-ron-shu,  nogaku-ron-shu, hairon-

shu” —The new edition of the complete works of Japanese Classic Literature, vol. 88: “Theories on Renga, Noh, and Haiku”], (Y. Itō 

and R. Gilbert, trans.). Tokyo: Shogakukan, 497-99. (as reprinted in Simply Haiku: A Quarterly Journal of Japanese Short Form 
Poetry, Winter 2009, vol 7 no 4; accessed Sep 16th, 2012  <http://simplyhaiku.com/SHv7n4/features/Gilbert.html>)

Although English-language poetics does not contain kireji (cutting words), do you think kire (cutting) is a defining aspect of haiku, 
no matter what language it is written in? 

Do you think that it is important to have a clear grammatical break, or to disrupt grammatical syntax, or to create a semantic 
cut in the writing of  haiku?

MU: Kireji is a certain “postposition” (ya, keri, kana, etc.) or verb ending that originally comes from classical Japanese.  It 
is like punctuation, which did not exist in classical Japanese.  In haiku, it is often used to cut a poem into two parts, 

http://simplyhaiku.com/SHv7n4/features/Gilbert.html
http://simplyhaiku.com/SHv7n4/features/Gilbert.html
http://simplyhaiku.com/SHv7n4/features/Gilbert.html
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leading the reader to compare or contrast the two.  Haiku is often a poem of internal comparison; to that extent, kireji 
serves as an important element of Japanese haiku.

As far as haiku in English or other languages utilizes internal comparison, there needs to be no kireji.  English haiku may 
use punctuation (colon, semicolon, ellipses, etc.) or line change, or other ways to juxtapose images or scenes or actions. 

R’r: What about traditional Japanese aesthetic concerns such as ma, yugen wabi, sabi, etc.?  In your opinion, should any of these, 
or other specific Japanese aesthetics, play an important role in haiku written in other languages despite their foreign-ness 
(notwithstanding some parallels) to other cultures’ aesthetic systems?

MU: I see no reason why haiku written in languages other than Japanese should contain yugen or sabi or other Japanese 
ambience.

R’r: Could you expand upon what you mean when you say “an observation or sentiment  in all its immediacy, before it is 
intellectually conceptualized”?  Do you believe this to be important for haiku as well as hokku?

MU: I think all literary works tend to present “the true” before it is made into “truth,” and Japanese haiku are generally 
more so that way than most other genres.  As a matter of fact, there have even been some who would exclude haiku from 
literature because it is so close to actual life.  It is well known that Ishida Hakyō (1913-69) once said “Haiku is not 
literature.  It is raw life.  Composing haiku is synonymous with living life.”  Probably Hakyō overstated the case, but he 
was emphasizing the representative nature of haiku.

R’r: Could you discuss this idea in relation to haiku written by the “obscurists” and post-war poets?

The so-called “obscurist” haiku poets sometimes went too far toward “raw life” and used too much of personal material 
for others to understand.  One of the poems often quoted as an example is by Nakamura Kusatao:

hikigaeru chōshi ie saru yoshi mo nashi

! a toad—
! the eldest son, with no reason
! to leave home



(NOTE: This poem was written in 1933. Nakamura Kusatao: 1901-83)

The haiku uses internal comparison between “the toad” and “the eldest son.” The eldest son, as Kusatao was one, had a 
responsibility to succeed the household with all its family encumbrances; that was the custom in Japan several generations 
ago.  For a freedom-loving modern man, it was a very heavy responsibility he would like to evade if at all possible.  Yet the 
poet could not evade it, for there was “no reason to leave home.”  The poet compares the situation to that of a toad.  
However, different readers have different images of a toad.  In the first place, they may not be able to read the two 
Chinese characters used for “toad” in hikigaeru. 

Among post-war poets whose haiku are hard to understand are those who write with highbrow tones and difficult 
vocabulary characteristic of intellectuals.  I’ll cite a famous example composed by Takayanagi Shigenobu (1923-83), an 
example well known to English readers because it appears in The Haiku Handbook by William J. Higginson:

! ! ! mi wo sorasu niji no!! ! ! ! ! body-arching rainbow’s
! ! ! zetten!! ! ! ! ! ! ! pinnacle
! ! ! !       shokeidai!! !           !! !                     gallows-stand

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !     ! ! (trans. by Higginson)

Higginson has amply explained the meaning of the haiku in his book, and that is about what average Japanese readers 
would get.  Yet, according to a student of Takayanagi’s, the poem was based on a haiku written by his mentor, Tomizawa 
Kakio (1902-62):

nyūbō ya aa mi wo sorasu haru no niji

! the breasts—
! oh, body-arching
! spring rainbow!

Association with this poem makes Takayanagi’s haiku more sensual and erotic. The “body-arching rainbow” suggests a 
woman in bed, bent backwards with sexual excitement.  The “gallows-stand” points toward a state of trance after 
maximum excitement and, eventually, toward death.  How does an average reader get an implied meaning like this?



R’r: Given the distinct developmental histories of haiku and senryu in Japanese literature, and the lack thereof in the English 
language, as well as the way that the two forms have become more convergent in contemporary practice in Japan, what are your 
thoughts about how poets writing in English have distinguished between haiku and senryu?

MU: Haiku and senryu have to be considered two distinctly different genres in today’s Japan. No Japanese haiku poet has 
written senryu, as far as I know. Even though haiku poets do not expressly say so, I suspect they look down upon senryu 
as being non-literature or as being in a lower depth in the hierarchy of literary genres.  Senryu is tremendously popular in 
Japan.  I subscribe to a well-known Japanese weekly magazine, every issue of which publishes a handful of senryu chosen 
by a certain professional storyteller.  I also watch a weekly Japanese TV program in which a team of guests compete with a 
host team with senryu; both hosts and guests are amateurs.  There seems to be no one called a professional senryu poet in 
Japan today.

(NOTE: of related interest, see the interview with Ônishi Yasuyo (1949- ) at http://gendaihaiku.com/onishi/index.html and “A 

Brief Survey of Senryû by Women” by Hiroaki Sato in Modern Haiku, Volume 34.1, Spring 2003 at http://
www.modernhaiku.org/essays/senryuWomen.html)

The situation is quite different in America.  Haiku with no seasonal implications and with satirical or humorous contents 
are called senryu, and I have no objection to that.  I have little to say on the subject, because I have read too few English 
senryu.

❀

Part 2 of our interview with Makoto Ueda wi" appear in issue 13.1
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Shadow Play: The World of Robert Boldman
By Jack Galmitz

Let us begin where Robert Boldman’s book of haiku everything I touch (Red Moon Press, 2011) begins.

! ! ! !      JANUARY FIRST
! ! ! ! the fingers of the prostitute cold

The very first day of the year, a beginning, capitalized to emphasize the start of something; but where does the poet place 
the locus?  Not in the expected coldness of the season, nor in the cold extremities of a person outside (physiologically the 
extremities are the first to feel cold because blood moves inward in such temperature to protect the innermost organs), 
but in the fingers of the socially degraded, kept on a cold corner, the prostitute, one who abjectly doesn’t “reproduce” in a 
“productive” society. It is synecdoche; the part (fingers) that strikes us: it is reductive, mirroring the status of the 
prostitute. It is an accurate, unflinching, unsentimental poem.  We can hear echoes of the monk’s words in the beginning 
of Akira Kurosawa’s film Rashomon (1950), “I must not believe that men are so sinful.”  And, we are invited, as in 
Rashomon, after a woodcutter (a perjurer and thief) takes home a baby they find abandoned in the rain to raise in his own 
poor home, to feel with the monk, “I’m grateful to you.  Because, thanks to you, I think I will be able to keep my faith in 
men.”  But, is it that simple for Robert Boldman?  Is the human hear—corrupt, vagrant, flawed—warm enough to heat the 
world?
! Judging from the second poem in everything i touch, the answer is neither yes nor no; and (N.B) it is from this poem 
that the book takes its title:

   ! ! ! !    a cold night
! ! ! ! like the wind     letting go
! ! ! !       of everything i touch!



Mr. Boldman recognizes that human beings feel, they reach out, they touch everything, things have special significance 
for them; that is how we are; but he says it in admonition, in gently teaching by example: let go, though you are touched 
and touch. Be “like the wind,” never stopping anywhere. This is reminiscent of the teaching of Tilopa, who taught the 
essence of how to live: “No thought, no reflection, no analysis, no cultivation, no intention; let it settle itself.”  Difficult?  
To be sure.  But, what are the alternatives?  Every thought, every attachment, every goal, every desire, is based on the 
illusion of a “self,” of a little man inside (as Ludwig Wittgenstein claimed was how we saw the mind and why we lived in 
such confusion), impermeable, intrinsic, essential.  Again, like the first poem, this poem is simple, untaxed with moralism, 
without the piousness that some refer to as the “stink of Zen.” (“Lecture on Zen” by Alan Watts).
! The earth is frozen hard, can tear your flesh; this is our background, our theater.  You’ve all seen Nature 
documentaries where survival sometimes turns the snow soaking blood from a polar bear (white=purity?), rending the 
flesh of an unsuspecting sea lion in the Arctic.  Winter, as fact and fiction, we’re accustomed to conceptualize as 
dangerous.  Robert Boldman describes presumed innocence as fraught with fear:

! ! what happened while we slept    tracks in the snow

There’s no knowing.  No certitude.  No haven.  The huge space between “slept” and “tracks” encodes the poem with that 
which we cannot abide: aporia.  We are vulnerable, even while we sleep, and sleep is no antidote, as it, too, oftentimes 
enough, leaves “tracks” in the passageways of our minds to places we’d rather not visit.  This poem is neither inside or 
outside; it is both.  Treachery; its trajectory.  It’s shadow.
! This is Mr. Boldman’s quest, his question.  Who am I?  By extension, who are we?  He gives us a tentative answer in 
the biographical section of the book at the end.

! i am not good at talking about myself.  i used to be . . .each moment is as !self-erasing as a dream—an open-ended, 
wild-eyed dream. . . .  no seer or ! seen, !sightseeing without a seer.

Indeterminacy (equivocality) best serves in the language game to express this suspension of the self as an entity.  Mr. 
Boldman uses it in the next poem; he posits a self, as a possession, that is “still,” while the snow falls; or does he posit that 
he is—this self is, and always was—the snow falling?

! ! ! !         my self
! ! ! ! still 
! ! ! !            snow
! ! !                                 falling!

http://deoxy.org/w_lectur.htm
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The use of visual/concrete spacing of the words of the poem naturally impacts how the reader understands it: whether 
intentionally equivocal or not, if “my self ” physically resembles in the state described “snow falling,” the likeliest 
interpretation is this self is, and continues to be, the falling snow itself.
! While it may be untrue that there can be a self separate from all other things, and while the tension and fear that 
accompany our usual way of perceiving ourselves as such is painful, nevertheless the loss of all boundaries between inside 
and outside is tantamount to terror: before the absence of a self, the individual feels fear, performs supplication, 
experiences torture, and maybe, just maybe, ecstasy.  But, it is fraught with dangers.  We must be forced to recognize that 
we are the Void looking at itself, talking to itself, “being” itself, and so we cringe more often than not and step back from 
the precipice:

! ! ! ! mirror   my face   where i left it

Reassurance.  I’m intact.  The mirror doesn’t lie.  I am indivisible and there. Just like yesterday and the day before 
yesterday.  Palpable, fleshy form that will continue on and on.  Yet, there is always foreboding.  Am “I” a substantive?  No. 
If not, what am I; how do I explain to myself what I am?  This non-substantive requires consensus, a socially constructed 
and construed and agreed upon convention.  (“A self does not amount to much, but no self is an island; each exists in a 
fabric of relations that is now more complex and mobile than ever before. Young or old, man or woman, rich or poor, a 
person is always located at “nodal points” of specific communication circuits, however tiny these may be. Or better: one is 
always located at a post through which various kinds of messages pass.” [The Postmodern Condition A Report on Knowledge, 
Jean-Francois Lyotard, 1979]).  Yet, I am my own absence, darkness, and what I cast is an umbrage, from the Latin umbra, 
a phantom, a ghost; un-real, shadowy (from late 14th Century English, shadewy, transitory, fleeting). Or, where my 
boundary ends is what I am.  As Mr. Boldman writes:

! ! ! ! i end in shadow

Robert Boldman ends the first section where it began:

! ! ! !           Jan. 1
! ! ! ! The corpse of the crow whitens the snow

It’s all circular, cyclical, turning and returning. The wheel of life in Tibetan thanka.  The beginning is death.  Mr. Boldman 
stresses this paradox by using chiaroscuro (disambiguation) in the strong contrast between Jan. 1, the beginning, 
juxtaposed with the corpse, the end, and again in the stiff, frozen black of the crow’s corpse against the white of the snow.  



Ordinarily, the affect of chiaroscuro is to highlight the volume and placement of the figure through contrasting shade and 
light; in Mr. Boldman’s poem, the blackness illuminates the whiteness of the less figurative and voluminous snow.
! The second section of the book, not quite reaching, is a variation on the themes introduced in the first section, 
January First.  While in music, variations on a theme usually refer to a composition by a composer on a theme by another 
composer, Robert Boldman’s variations are incrementally repetitive oscillations, modulations, of his own works, enlarging 
the scope of the themes as it proceeds.
! The first poem is very reminiscent of William Blake’s “The Sick Rose”:

! ! ! ! O Rose thou art sick.
The invisible worm,
That flies in the night
In the howling storm:

Has found out thy bed
Of crimson joy:
And his dark secret love
Does thy life destroy.

Here is Robert Boldman’s poem:

! ! ! ! beside his sickbed
! ! ! !      a rose not quite reaching
! ! ! !      the water in the jar

The rose, the red blood, and its blossoming—a heart—just out of reach of the evaporated water in the vase; the source of 
life denied; the person in the sickbed, soon to lose the ruddiness of life.  Death articulated, but “not quite” its moment.  
We are drawn in as witnesses, not voyeurs, and not sentimentally.  The barest essentials of the death bed.  Such a simple 
matter to alter the arrangement, just a bit more water, or a longer stem.  Just a little longer to hold on.  Compassion is 
awakened, but it will not change the outcome.
! This vision is Robert Boldman’s: the dark journey, the shadowy insubstantial, even in what is already lifeless, the 
repetition of death:

! ! ! ! day darkens     in the shell



Then again we have another shadow, as the casting of the future, foreshadowing, as exegesis, as the fleeting and unreal, as 
enigma, as an association with the crucifixion, as an example of a cut as the “impossibly true?” (“The Disjunctive 
Dragonfly,” Robert Gilbert, www.iyume.com/dragonfly/DisjunctiveDragonfly.pdf)

! ! ! !    the priest
! ! ! !       his shadow caught
! ! ! ! on a nail.

A variation on a theme: a single heartbeat, a synecdoche, the state of the wholly human in face of the sublime, in its two 
aspects, as beatific and horrific.  Mr. Boldman creates a temenos, a space reserved for the sacred, for surrender, for us to 
assuage the encroachment of our constant fear of death.  He uses the word “chapel,” as this place, which has an 
interesting etymology.  While not denominational, the word’s origin is as the following:

The word “chapel” is derived from a relic of Saint Martin of Tours: traditional stories about Martin relate that while he was still 
a soldier, he cut his military cloak in half to give part to a beggar in need. The other half he wore over his shoulders as a “small 
cape” (Latin: capella). The beggar, the stories claim, was Christ in disguise, and Martin experienced a conversion of heart, 
becoming first a monk, then abbot, then bishop. This cape came into the possession of the Frankish kings, and they kept the 
relic with them as they did battle. The tent which kept the cape was called the capella and the priests who said daily Mass in the 
tent were known as the capellani. From these words we get the names “chapel” and “chaplain.” (Wikipedia)

Mr. Boldman’s poem:

! ! ! ! in the chapel
! ! ! ! a 
! ! ! ! heartbeat

In the remaining poems of the section, Robert Boldman looks on death directly, each poem an examination of an 
aspect of the human response to the event.  In the first, there is a gathering of mourners that testifies to our intent 
interest in death, our commemoration of the dead, yet there is a more somber reading possible: the poem may suggest 
that the gathering is a way to protect us from the coffin in numbers, the sign of finality too much to experience alone, 
unaided (or, alternatively, the mass gathering could demonstrate the popularity of the deceased).  The poem is stark, 
simple, yet also multi-layered as to meaning:

! ! !    between mourners
! ! ! ! a glimpse of the coffin!

http://www.iyume.com/dragonfly/DisjunctiveDragonfly.pdf
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The last two poems of this section embody the passage of time.  The first does so in an interesting way.  Firstly, as it 
is read, the present passes into the past and then its past disappears as well.  Secondly, the poem was written in the past, 
so its content, its presence, already marks its past.  Thirdly, the poem’s subject relates how the death of an individual 
means the end of a world; it takes the past with it.

! ! !      the hearse going by
! ! ! ! the past

! ! !      going with it    

The final poem of the sequence contains a strange collocation of elements:

! ! ! !      suitcase
! ! ! ! beside the grave
! ! ! !      soft rain!

One is tempted to look up the various ways haiku can be disjunctive to parse the poem: it can be seen as imagistic fusion, 
or metaphoric fusion, or possibly register shift (“The Disjunctive Dragonfly,” Richard Gilbert, Ibid.).  Yet, it doesn’t seem 
to really require such complex textual analysis (though evidently all three types of disjunctive are operating in this field of 
force).  The “suitcase” placed alongside (“beside”) the “grave,” suggests that death is akin to travel, the great journey.  “soft 
rain” certainly disrupts the two images above it: its purpose seems similar in kind to the “suitcase” placed by the grave: it 
is meant to soften the starkness of death, the terror of it, to make it natural, thus not threatening.   
! In the section invisible, Mr. Boldman proceeds with variations on a theme, with new tones, textures, variables, and 
combinations.  Yet, there is always an overarching sense of the somber (the shadow) in the poems.  Even in a moment of 
joy:

! ! ! ! a day of passing clouds
! ! ! !      the heart in my ribs
! ! ! ! !                      caged

the poet cannot let go and surrender to the passing pleasure suggested by “a day of passing clouds.”  While he 
acknowledges that such an experience tempts his heart to leap outward to greet it, he also remains aware that he/we are 
“caged,” circumscribed, limited.  For it is only moment by moment that we live; the transitory is there to cage us.  The 



next poem is minimalistic, both beautifully conceived and again limited by the fact that we cannot hold on to anything; it 
is only a “moment.”

! ! ! ! a moment      in a box of jade

The extended space between “moment” and “in a box of jade” extends time and space; it makes us pause before the 
intricate beauty of “jade”—so multicolored, soft stone, looking within and finding all sorts of swirls and natural designs in 
its many greens and white and russet colors.  Yet, there is also sorrow here, for it is just a “moment,” however you may 
attempt to stretch it.
! In the following three poems, the poignancy of joy/sorrow takes a darker turn (towards the ever-present shadow).  
The innocence of childhood is taken from us so quickly; the toys we played with replaced, filled-in, by the “newspapers” 
and their general accounts of the horrors of our world, not to be denied, but recorded, the moments of history being 
black and white tracks of power.  

! ! ! ! doll’s head
! ! ! ! filled with newspaper
! ! ! ! clippings

Thoughts replaced, the doll’s/child’s head has been forced to absorb “clippings”; even the word “clippings” suggests sharp-
edged blades and cutting: we are torn from innocence.
As the philosopher of the famed Frankfurt School, Theodore Adorno, said: “The critique of culture is confronted with 
the last stage in the dialectic of culture and barbarism: to write a poem after Auschwitz is barbaric, and that corrodes also 
the knowledge which expresses why it has become impossible to write poetry today” (Prisms, 1955, MIT Press).  And 
Robert Boldman appears aware of the barbaric behind/within culture and history when he presents a poem as a 
photograph, killing time, “shooting it,” as all photographs must, to capture a moment.  His poem is pregnant with the 
future and what is unspeakable about it:

! ! ! ! Death camp in the photograph
! ! ! ! the little girl’s hair will always be blowing

Such a temptation to arrest time is unavoidable in the context; the poet concentrates on a moment of life, of childhood, 
of the wind in a girl’s hair, and attempts to keep it so forever.



! Faced with the terrors of history, it is always tempting to regress, to rewind, to move backwards rather than 
forward, to a simple “spark,” something that suggests light, igniting, but not negatively, not barbarically, rather than 
depict what explosion and carnage may follow the “spark.”  Robert Boldman put it this way:

! ! ! !    newsreel rewinding
! ! ! ! the terrorist attack
! ! ! !    turning into a spark!

In the next poem, chronologically, Mr. Boldman reintroduces the reader to what is most admirable in culture, turning 
from the power-plays inherent in its construction and maintenance.  He uses Beethoven as representament of the heights 
of art, creativity, symphony, harmonics.  He places the poem in summer, and by noting the natural and the flats and sharps 
of the natural sounds of the season, we feel relieved; it is not a sultry night, but a calm, rapturous night.  He’s taken us 
back to the Classical and Romantic eras, as far from terrorism and fascism as possible.

! ! ! ! Beethoven:    the white keys
! ! ! ! & black keys
! ! ! ! to a summer’s night

And, perhaps by association, we are reminded of Shakespeare and A Midsummer’s Night’s Dream.
! The last poem in this section is a bit unexpected, a bit puzzling, insofar as it introduces unexplained categories of 
language and meaning to the text:

! ! ! !        visible lilacs
! ! !               shaped by 
! ! ! ! invisible lilacs

In fact, this poem is perhaps the most “poetic” in the volume, because it takes as its subject the language game (Ludwig 
Wittgenstein’s term for the many different roughly rule-bound language exchange systems that operate by consensus, not 
words or sentences themselves; see The Blue and Brown Books, Harper, 1958), and intentionally disrupts the consensual 
meaning of words, thus giving words a non-operational meaning.  Equivocation, indecipherability, and indeterminacy 
always accompany language, but here is an example of the purposeful polysemy of meaning, the meaning behind meaning.  
Here, one can only conjecture meaning, as there is no definitive meaning to words.  Substantives, such as “lilacs” can be 
named and by social agreement they are shaped into a flower of such and such bush, etc.  The word itself, as the linguist 
Ferdinand de Saussure (Course in General Linguistics, published posthumously in 1916) noted, has no natural, motivated 



relationship to any object.  As he said, “Language is no longer regarded as peripheral to our grasp of the world we live in, 
but as central to it. Words are not mere vocal labels or communicational adjuncts superimposed upon an already given 
order of things. They are collective products of social interaction, essential instruments through which human beings 
constitute and articulate their world” (ibid).  Perhaps it is this shaping by differential elements socially agreed upon that 
Mr. Boldman means when he writes of the visible flowers being shaped by “invisible lilacs,” or, the formal system of 
differential elements that language is and is not present/visible to us as we communicate.  Wittgenstein (ibid) put it this 
way: “The sign, the sentence, gets its significance from the system of signs, from the language to which it belongs.  
Roughly: understanding a sentence means understanding a language.”  Of course, I assume there are many possible 
interpretations to be made of Mr. Boldman’s poem (supra).  I have only suggested one.
! In the section a+erimage, Mr. Boldman offers an interlude.  The poems included are quite different from those 
preceding and those subsequent.  They are lighter.  They include muki-haiku, that is, haiku without seasonal references; 
they include haiku that might be called senryu by some.  The distinction is not as clear as it has been traditionally 
presented in the English language world (see Richard Gilbert’s “Kigo Versus Seasonal Reference in Haiku: Observations, 
Anecdotes and a Translation,” Simply Haiku 3.3, Autumn 2005).
! The first poem is quite traditional, even with the light-hearted spirit of haikai:

! ! ! !    the heat:
! ! ! ! admiring the shade in the blouse

We have Robert Boldman’s referencing shadow (here “shade”) once again, but here it is comforting and cool and sensual.  
It is a humorous use of the unstated, a hallmark in the genre of haiku.  It is euphemistic, somewhat like “pillow talk,” 
which reveals Mr. Boldman’s knowledge that haiku had its origins in waka, an older Japanese poetic form that eventually 
was referenced inter-textually in haiku.  So, it is actually quite an erudite poem, although its form is decidedly simple.

! ! ! ! in her walk everywhere she’s been

! This is a compound poem divided between “walk” and “everywhere.”  The present moment, the movement of the 
walking woman, reveals all the moments that have led up to that instant in time.  There’s a subtle shift in time being 
played upon, the language of the body, its entire history, molded in a moment.  And, while it might seem a sketch-from-
life haiku, we should remember that “her,” “she,” are not ostensive, cannot be pointed to, so that the poem—intentionally 
or not—relies on further explanation, which never ends, because it is made up of words that require more words, ad 
infinitum.

! ! ! ! a face    wrapping a champagne glass
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! The extended space between “face” and “wrapping” creates aporia.  We do not know, we are not meant to know, 
whether the face belongs to the person “wrapping,” or whether these are fragments meeting, held together loosely.  We 
have here an example of either “the impossibly true,” or perhaps “the unsatisfactory object” (“Disjunctive Dragonfly,” 
Gilbert, noted ibid).  A “face” cannot, at least in our common sense of the term, wrap a champagne glass.  As synecdoche, 
maybe it can.  But, however it is understood, the subject “face” does not ordinarily take “wrapping a champagne glass” as 
its object.  We have irruption of normative understanding in this poem, thus leading to deeper, multiple possibilities of 
meaning.

! ! ! ! lightning
! ! ! ! lightening     her kiss

! We have the playfulness of homonyms in this poem.  Literally, the “lightning” frightens “her” off from her fervency 
and “lightens” it.  Symmetrical rhythmic substitution was the phrase coined by Richard Gilbert (ibid) to describe such 
word substitutions occurring in symmetrically rhythmic patterns.  Two different categories of words appear to be the 
same, and meaning is thus temporarily deferred.

! ! ! ! fireworks
! ! ! ! taking the afterimage
! ! ! ! to bed

! Is this poem merely relating a memory so strong and wondrous that the poet retains the original image/light after 
exposure to it is gone, so much so that he takes it to bed?  Afterimages are optical illusions that continue without a source 
(though they had a source initially). In one sense, this is a summer haiku, and an original poetic rendering of how deeply 
“fireworks” can be experienced.  On the other hand, following the poem about a light source, “lightning,” and “her kiss,” 
there is an inclination to infer some substitution taking place, some more pillow talk, some sensual experience, a woman 
perhaps like “fireworks” taken to bed.
! I mention this latter reading, because of the context and because the following poem is another relating the sexual 
experience by proxy:

! ! ! !    mist,
! ! ! ! panties on the line



! It took some time before I realized why Robert Boldman did not designate a color for the panties, because that 
would certainly have highlighted the object in the mist.  Then, it occurred to me that, no, the “panties” were like “mist,” 
that is, likely sheer or transparently thin.  There is something voyeuristic about this poem and so I leave it to the readers’ 
imagination to interpret the preceding poem about “fireworks” and their afterimage taken “to bed.”

! ! ! ! a cloud
! ! ! ! carries away
! ! ! !              awareness

! The first impression of this poem is that it uses anthropomorphism; the cloud has the quality of a being able to 
carry away awareness.  This is a mythic element in Robert Boldman’s work.  It disrupts traditional thought and lends an 
air of the archaic ancestry of poetry to this single poem.  On the other hand, the poem can be understood to mean that a 
“cloud” drifting by is so dreamlike that the poet’s “awareness,” concentration to thoughts of a real, are simply carried away 
and he drifts in the sky.  There is no judgment here. The poem is, as are the poems in this section of the book, light-
hearted.  
! The penultimate section, between stars, returns to the gravitas of earlier sections.  While season references in haiku 
may not conform to their attempted equivalence to kigo in Japanese haiku (kigo are based on a saijiki, thus they are 
literary/seasonal constellations), the first poem in this section seems to draw as near as possible to a legitimate use of kigo.  
Cicadas, so commonplace in our experience of the end of summer or early autumn, while not a subject in our long line of 
literary heritage, nonetheless evoke an immediate sense of time/space in us.  Robert Boldman’s poem gives us a unique 
representation of this often used image in English language haiku:

! ! ! ! cicadas    tightening a memory

! Following the preceding poem, this poem concentrates the mind that was set adrift.  The uniqueness of the poem 
relies on a reversal of expectations: usually, poems about cicadas reference the outward movement of sound in contrast to 
a profound surrounding silence.  But, Mr. Boldman hears in the sound “memory,” and in the shrillness of the cicadas’ call, 
a tightening of it, a centering of it.  We are drawn inward and to the past.  In a sense, the poems reminds me of Gaston 
Bachelard’s Poetics of Space (Grossman Publishers, 1969), where Mr. Bachelard describes the connotations and memories 
invoked by our “idea” of our original home, of the sensorium that arose memory in architectural spaces (the echoes of the 
past travel through all the corridors).  
! In the next poem, Robert Boldman returns to an earlier subject, that is, the “subject.”  In order to allow for other 
existents, the subject must withdraw, make room for what apparently is other.  However, when the subject withdraws, 
mind, which has no form, illuminates and reflects, realizes its nature in Nature (or whatever it experiences).  It is akin to 



Lévy-Bruhl’s participation mystique, a state in which a person identifies with objects.  In Man and his Symbols (Dell 
Publishing, 1968), Carl Jung described it thus: 

The further we go back into history, the more we see personality disappearing beneath the wrappings of collectivity. And if we 
go right back to primitive psychology, we find absolutely no trace of the concept of an individual. Instead of individuality we 
find only collective relationship or what Lévy-Bruhl calls participation mystique (Jung, [1921] 1971: par. 12).

Here is Robert Boldman’s poem: (note that the repetition of “utterly” furthers identification of subject/object and relates 
it by the self-referential nature of language: to “utter,” to make a sound, as well as to be complete and whole as an adverb 
“utterly.”

! ! ! ! utterly still
! ! ! ! the bluejay cries
! ! ! ! utterly what I am

! In the following poem, Robert Boldman gives us a poem that Longinus would refer to as the sublime.  It is 
reminiscent of Bashō’s famous: “The rough sea—extending toward Sado Isle, the Milky Way.”  Here is Boldman’s poem:

! ! ! ! summer solstice
! ! ! ! its   shadow
! ! ! ! !          between stars

We are caught up in the immensity of the universe, the umbra between stars, such unimaginable distances.  Yet, for all 
that, the “summer solstice” is an occasion for celebration throughout the world, the longest day of the year, a sign of 
rejuvenation to us.
! Then we are returned to the minute, with associations though to the light of the sun and stars, where the same 
emptiness exists just on a different scale.   Mr. Boldman’s shadow returns again, astronomical or with anthropods.

! ! ! ! firefly
! ! ! !           on the    web       lit

Then a return to the cosmic:



! ! ! !    between torn clouds
! ! ! ! the fading embers
! ! ! ! of Mars! ! ! !

But always with the awareness of death (shadow): that is the “key,” that turns as Mr. Boldman’s body turns.

! ! ! ! turning in my sleep!
! ! ! ! the skeleton
! ! ! ! key!

! The last section of the book, shadows, picks up where the last poem left off: a deft touch, a connection between 
poems.  From shadows, to skeletons, to bones.  That is where the music comes from and leads to:

! ! ! ! lark song
! ! ! ! down to
! ! ! ! its bones

! If you walk long enough and hard enough, you immerse yourself in the world and the world speaks and thinks for 
you.  As Dogen Zenji put it: “The color of the mountains is Buddha's body; the sound of running water is his great 
speech.” Or, as Robert Boldman puts it:

! ! ! ! walking with the river
! ! ! ! the water does my thinking

! Let us recall the title of the book: everything i touch.  What does Robert Boldman not touch?  He touches 
everything, and everything is quite palpable, and yet, as we’ve seen throughout the text, shadowy, insubstantial.  Two sides 
of one.  There is a touching moment in this last section that reveals Mr. Boldman’s tenderness and fearlessness, his 
unflinching eye/heart on the world.

! ! ! ! touching my father’s ashes
All that’s left of he who brought up the poet, touched even as “ashes,” dust to dust, touching and emptiness.  
! Then, there is perhaps Robert Boldman’s most renowned poem:

! ! ! ! leaves blown into a sentence



Professor Gilbert, in his typology of disjunction in haiku, referenced this poem under the rubric of The Unsatisfactory 
Object (ibid). 

In Boldman, we can see the outer reality of leaves blowing into a shape, say a line, but to become semantic stretches the sense 
of subject-object agreement . . . [this] haiku, through [its] use of unsatisfactory objects, activate intertextual metaphor, a sense 
of metaphor which is neither in the text nor psychologically reachable as a firm conclusion. 

! This is one way to look at it.  On the other hand, this poem, above all others in the collection, points to the 
conundrum of objects and language.  As noted (supra), in De Saussure and Wittgenstein, there is no “world” outside of 
language, and language is a game of roughly bounded rules, agreed upon by members of a group, that even at its most 
transparent always retain traces of equivocality and indefiniteness.  It is only as a “transitive verb” that “blown” requires 
“an object,” not in other contexts.  Language is our world; it gives it order through context and outside of this there are 
no “leaves.”  
! Wittgenstein refers to words as bearing family relationships, but never understands them as having a one to one 
relationship with an object.  Indeed, he discusses the very word “leaves,” in his Philosophical Investigations.  If we have in 
mind, or draw a “schematic leaf,” for instance, how proximate to the real leaf must it be to be understood as the leaf 
another meant when he used the word?Wittgenstein says:!

In such a difficulty always ask yourself: How did we learn the meaning of this word (“good” for instance)? From what sort of examples? 
in what language-games? Then it will be easier for you to see that the word must have a family of meanings.!

And this can be expressed like this: I use the name “N” without a fixed meaning. (But that detracts as little from its usefulness, as it 
detracts from that of a table that it stands on four legs instead of three and so sometimes wobbles.)

Should it be said that I am using a word whose meaning I don't know, and so am talking nonsense?—Say what you choose, so long as it 
does not prevent you from seeing the facts. (And when you see them there is a good deal that you will not say.)  

As Lois Shawver, offering commentary on the Philosophical Investigations puts it:

When we notice that language is never unambiguous, that is much like the blurred leaf, we might ask “can I use a word [dorrectly] 
whose meaning I do not know?” There is a sense in which our understanding of the term is limited.  Shall we count this as a case of 
not-knowing? 

The problem is that we can see what is known and what is not-known.  Our confusion comes not from not-knowing what the facts are, 
but rather from the fact that the rule that would determine how we should speak is not definitive enough to tell us how to answer.

http://gormendizer.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/Ludwig.Wittgenstein.-.Philosophical.Investigations.pdf
http://gormendizer.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/Ludwig.Wittgenstein.-.Philosophical.Investigations.pdf


! So, we end with touching on post-modernist poetics.  This is a tribute to 
Robert Boldman, because it exemplifies his ability to touch everything.  His poetics are those of investigation, 
examination—minimal, unflinching and unsentimental in viewing the world through the medium of language.  His is an 
exemplary and daring poetics that never wavers when faced with the negations, the shadows, cast by the objects/words of 
the world.  He has reconnoitered the labyrinths of his age and found that the way out is the way in. 
  
! ! !

    

! ! ! !
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—the domino award is presented to a favorite poem from the previous issue selected by an anonymous judge— 





   word of his death
   bees streaming out of a hole
   in my dictionary

         Rigel Knox





Selkie Finman

                     high in  
                     a tower
                     of right
                     turns only
                     we stink
                     of fish

 

         our old god the s curve a prisoner slumps into
 



 

              skins we hide our names in a patter of rain    

 
 
           an ocean tongue springs a whalebone corset



herb rain

                                                   

    kate&willkate&will
    kate&willkate&will
    kate&wallpaperbill

 

          

        withdrawal worms waste no time
 



       where is all this happening to me
 

            taking tablets to do the washing                                                                                                     

smashed glass at last I am infinite



Guy Forget

       the boxfish doesn't know
                                             the wind machine, 
                                             the celesta



Toyenne

          tax return
          in the guise
          of a crow
 

  do left ways
  so few days
  holding your tiny body

 



            dear smartphone
            your work has become
            sufficiently surrealist

    a flutterment
    and a scufflement
    in the garden mint



Daily Alize

 
 

    re-entered the arch a small triumph as cars somewhere

  

  soft hard sprout on one kiss
 

 

          hips of a gourd resonant with moisture
 



Bobby Carrot

  corporate hideaway
  the algorithmic innards
  of a blank envelope

     halloween government the fingers of corporate yang



                      cartel-style
         forests        being        fed
                gradual runoff

 those projections swamped
 systems washed
 ashore

              zero
              in on
              pretty
              in dust
              realized



J. Cade

Sonnet #49 by William Shakespeare

     Against that time, (if ever that time come,)
     When I shall see thee frown on my defects,
     When as thy love hath cast his utmost sum,
     Called to that audit by advis'd respects;
     Against that time when thou shalt strangely pass,
     And scarcely greet me with that sun, thine eye,
     When love, converted from the thing it was,
     Shall reasons find of settled gravity;
     Against that time do I ensconce me here,
     Within the knowledge of mine own desert,
     And this my hand, against myself uprear,
     To guard the lawful reasons on thy part: 
                                   To leave poor me thou hast the strength of laws,
                                   Since why to love I can allege no cause.

       time the scar that thin reason of gravity



Sonnet #152 by William Shakespeare

     In loving thee thou know'st I am forsworn,
     But thou art twice forsworn, to me love swearing;
     In act thy bed-vow broke, and new faith torn,
     In vowing new hate after new love bearing:
     But why of two oaths' breach do I accuse thee, 
     When I break twenty? I am perjured most;
     For all my vows are oaths but to misuse thee,
     And all my honest faith in thee is lost:
     For I have sworn deep oaths of thy deep kindness,
     Oaths of thy love, thy truth, thy constancy;
     And, to enlighten thee, gave eyes to blindness,
     Or made them swear against the thing they see;
                                   For I have sworn thee fair; more perjured eye,
                                   To swear against the truth so foul a lie!

       broken light against the thing they see the perjured eye

  . . . . .  
Source:
Vendler, Helen The Art of Shakespeare’s Sonnets (Harvard University Press, 1997)



Apeiros

  On this quiet evening which loophole in language let
                                                                 the devils in?
 
 

      While we talk
      the pull of the black hole
                                                    near the gearshift



Prime Tuck

        IT AIN'T THAT KIND o' PARTY

         so call the gods
         with pig faces and smart 
         phones and please 
         close the door with 
         a question mark



O'Mudd

4 days dead she spills sugar and sleeps with his coat

            a room filled with papers mum and son dressed in blue

                                    opposition group political cartoons and the transistor's on



                                                   his car dragged away the world blue

 it's a game and a release they're both pale

listening to how he's being erased from her the dead grabs a glass

     in a socialist state ghosts and love



    

 the boy calls a nightmare and drawings of brass instruments 

   a two note score slightly dis-harmonic someone talking about food

a sea of light she lights matches for herself



N. Judah

      get out of my face what you are standing in



bd Lord

                                       tending your grave.  The yard sale



Ulitsa

    I abandon sentience for something like the sky



Kit Marley

"The Thrill Is Gone": Kit Marley in Thrall to Ralegh

   Come live with me and be my love, 
   And we will all the pleasures prove 
   That valleys, groves, hills, and fields 
   Woods or steepy mountain yields

     stranger in the dark of a former lover



   And we will sit upon the rocks, 
   Seeing the shepherds feed their flocks 
   By shallow rivers to whose falls 
   Melodious birds sing madrigals.

     to
     get
     her
 
     al
     most

     the
     rap
     y

   And I will make thee beds of roses 
   And a thousand fragrant posies, 
   A cap of flower, and a kirtle 
   Embroidered all with leaves of myrtle;

     the first short hairs and no going back



   A gown made of the finest wool 
   Which from our pretty lambs we pull; 
   Fair lined slippers for the cold 
   With buckles of the purest gold;

     sharing a bed we start to stick together

   A belt of straw and ivy buds, 
   With coral clasps and amber studs; 
   And if these pleasures may thee move, 
   Come live with me and be my love.

     the heat once her bacon now her eggs

   The shepherds' swains shall dance and sing 
   For thy delight each May morning: 
   If these delights thy mind may move, 
   Then live with me and be my love.

     j(ust another)ism



judy newly

dildowager



Giovanni Monte

  kiss. and fish. she 
  goes no. where we are. 
  r wii

           half his face
           in shadow we invent
           a currency of grass



Chef Arnold Greyhull

   have a dying man
   hold pearl onions in his
   hands gather at dawn

           rub your nightroast with smoke-seed
           your closet
           is hot enough

                                            for appetizer pickled 
                                            trotters or a glossy snap
                                            of her dancing shoes



Yaman

                                                                 ½ a room
                                                                 the rest come across 
                                                                 as prayers

    the chair we call 
    blue vertically paling 
    the carpet



Angel Krill

   soul her fish fingers to the second knuckle



Miel d’Avila

         unlocked
         this radiant
         lesion
         summoning
         breath



Fred Krink

      ground zero into the new friend's story



John Child

      a toy I made I was only your child
      a toy I made I was your only child
      a toy 1 I was only dancing John



Natsu Dragneel

        all those red apples amongst the blue tit

  messenger shooting crows

     sloe-eyed horses in Lichtenstein bubble gum wrappers



Chard Wight

              thin hips call down the crow paragraph far to one side

  unload
  ed bells

  drifts of
  her

  face

  long
  points

  of
  snow



 
  field fades in strings next door you think now this pecking

 

              some design enters 
                   near a fence into hills a purple
          edge a head

  lling down days of meat i had melted snow



     gone, another.
     ing west
     east
     through
     strange
     r rain

              spring
              tones
              rent
                                                                                          a 
                                                                                          night 
                       elevator

  flung by her hillside
  silences
  stain a crow

      and windows stone deep anchor the ear of outside 



Jack Dander

         Jupiter presents
         packages just one of my
         7 million habits

                                         playing a suit
                                         you’ve never seen
                                         other frequencies



             

    my new pill
    I already have
    the side effects

            glazed donuts say
            this before you
            lock the door

                                             it’s like a story
                                             you tell your gynecologist
                                             she says





MASKS 4
edited by Scott Metz

assisted this round by Paul Pfleuger, Jr.

thanks to the contributing poets for colors, websites, and imagery

MASKS (AN INVITATION) 
/ ant ant ant ant ant

The mask. The mask confers difference. And difference is necessarily experimental. Not experimental in a 
limited aesthetic sense, but experimental because it allows what has not been permitted before. It 
engenders new voices. And for the haiku in the West, with its formal insistence on a lack of so-called ego, 
of authorial presence, of narrative intention, a mask has the ability to permit even an initial voice, the poet’s 
own voice, that is so often missing in typical haiku. And so an opportunity not only to develop another 
voice, another persona, another approach to one’s own work, but to bring one’s original voice to a form 
that so often lacks uniqueness of vision due to unnecessary aesthetic constraints that center on the narrow 
function of the haiku as a spiritual tool or a metaphysical snapshot. The haiku, like any poetic form, can 
accommodate a broad spectrum of voices and styles. So, go back to your dreams, your journals, your 
Halloween costume from last year, and construct a new identity capable of novel and different things.

submissions for MASKS 5: haikumasks@gmail.com
on or before April 1, 2013

. . .

http://antantantantant.wordpress.com/masks-an-invitation/
http://antantantantant.wordpress.com/masks-an-invitation/
mailto:haikumasks@gmail.com
mailto:haikumasks@gmail.com




. . .

R’r is pleased to announce a new section of the journal that will begin appearing in issue 13.1:

homeland 
. . .

 Précis

Our impetus for creating this section is related to the explorations of a number of haiku poets through the years, and 

more specifically is a response to the critical challenge offered by Kaneko Tohta, via a recently published four-volume 

series (search “Kaneko Tohta” at 'redmoonpress.com/catalog’). In brief we are intrigued by the concept of an author’s 

stance, as a poet, vis-a-vis self and society, as well as the topic or arena of self and society — (social consciousness/

awareness, shakaisei in Japanese) — regarding contemporary haiku. We see homeland as a space that both publishes 

new work, and one which also acts as a compendium for each theme that’s been offered. We are open to any and all 

schools of haiku, and would like to showcase a large range of haiku on the theme below (and each subsequent theme). 

homeland

We are creating homeland to provide a space and platform for works, as well as discussion. Our title, homeland, is 

chosen in part because the term is freighted with social connotations, from “homeland security” to nationalistic and 

other political concepts. Yet homeland is also a matter of heart for ourselves as individuals and citizens. The land which 

(like it or not) is “home”— does this exist for you? What might be your own stance, in this regard? How is “homeland” 

related to human rights, ecological concerns, the challenges, voices and spirit of our times? The term itself seems in 

doubt these days, yet one that we feel is a relevant jumping off point, in exploring the matter of social consciousness 

vis-à-vis haiku.

http://www.redmoonpress.com
http://www.redmoonpress.com


The homeland blog, in the timeframe leading up to each volume, will be offering a theme— meant to be taken in as 

wide a context as possible — and posting “stimuli” connected to the volume’s theme: quotes, poems, video clips, 

imagery, and anything else that seems pertinent. We invite you to visit and partake, helping us create a community that 

explores and addresses the question: Is haiku in English a socially relevant poetics in the 21st century? We encourage 

you to visit the blog we have created for this new section of R’r: http://homelandhaiku.wordpress.com.

. . .

Invitation for submitted works

volume 1 : Transformation

Transformation, metamorphosis: something that can be discovered in, and created from, nearly any facet of existence. 

A quick glance at any media generated worldwide will reveal instances in which transformation is taking place: 

environmentally, technologically, artistically, politically, spiritually, economically, culturally, domestically, and 

symbolically.  

Transformations are capable of plying various planes of life and consciousness: the universal, the deliciously local, as 

well as the deeply personal. To quote Jack Kerouac, “I want to work in revelations, not just spin silly tales for money. I 

want to fish as deep down as possible into my own subconscious in the belief that once that far down, everyone will 

understand because they are the same that far down.”

“Transformation” can connect at any level, and also relate to nearly any topic or concern. 

The history of haiku can be viewed as a microcosm of transformation. The act of writing a poem, a transformation in 

itself: the poem’s substance — images, feelings — being cut/pulled from “the totality of reality,” extracted from within 

http://homelandhaiku.wordpress.com
http://homelandhaiku.wordpress.com


us, and transformed into language, then presented as a “shared crime” with an audience, wherein another 

transformation takes place.

Evolving and expanding, the literature of haiku styles, schools, approaches, directions and philosophies connects to this 

theme as well: haiku is constantly in a state of flux, continuously transforming and renewing itself. Further, the form’s 

most traditionally identifiable characteristics (such as seasonal changes) and technique, that of cutting (kire)— those 

disjunctive and irruptive techniques within the poem — also connect to sudden shifts and transformation.

We invite you to submit anywhere from 1 to 20 previously unpublished haiku whose theme you feel is in some way 

connected with “transformation.” Please also feel free to send along any previously published haiku by any poet that 

you feel exemplifies a facet of this topic (please include publication information, if possible). 

The submission deadline for volume 1 of homeland is April 1, 2013. 

Please send us your submission to the following address: scott@roadrunnerjournal.net

Also, please put in the subject line your name, followed by “homeland submission,” so that we can keep things 

organized, like so: Timothy Heron, homeland submission 

In addition to submitting your work, once again, please take a look at the blog related to this new section of R’r: http://

homelandhaiku.wordpress.com. 

         Richard Gilbert & Scott Metz

mailto:scott@roadrunnerjournal.net
mailto:scott@roadrunnerjournal.net
http://homelandhaiku.wordpress.com
http://homelandhaiku.wordpress.com
http://homelandhaiku.wordpress.com
http://homelandhaiku.wordpress.com






     spinvention 
 

	 	 	 	 	 	 LeRoy Gorman

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 wash rinse repeat romney

	 	 	 	 	 Lee Gurga



	 	 	 	 	 live across the ether denial parades foolproof
 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Susan Diridoni

	 	 	 gazing at Orion's
                         belt the stock ticker
        cycles

	 	 	 	 	 	 Mike Andrelczyk



	 	 dance floor cobra in each skull

	 George Swede	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 Explanation of Benefits Lost the Rosetta Stone

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Christina Nguyen



	 	 	 	 Suckled by a wolf
	 	 	 	 Rome will never be
	 	 	 	 Rome again

	 	 	 Jack Galmitz

	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 used to make steel
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 snow in crevices
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 tongues can't touch

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Scott Metz



	 	 Samaria the long antennae of an outcast

	 	 	 Cherie Hunter Day

without a bruise
handpicked apples

the wrong side of history easy

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Gary Hotham



	 	 his progress wrecks mine paint headache

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Helen Buckingham

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! every color absorbed
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 tick on the ear
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 of the black Lab

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Patrick Sweeney



cloudburst 
the shrunken fruit 

of a modernist

	 	 	 	 	 	 Eve Luckring

! ! ! ! ! ! ! quinoa when I just want to smell him

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Sabine Miller



	 	 	 	 	 	 	 body bags a weekend favorite

	 	 	 	 	 	 Lee Gurga

! ! ! dicing peppers into ambience I have a brass section

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Helen Buckingham 



	 	 	 	 chestnut moon shifting in my memory ghost floors

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Alan Summers

! ! ! !  Zeus in an atom
         the criminal 
         pays his rent

	 	 	 	 	 	 Mike Andrelczyk







◇ ◇ ◇ 

Typology & Poetry: Richard Gilbert Experiments

By Jack Galmitz

! Richard Gilbert, currently Associate Professor of British and American Literature, Faculty of Letters, at Kumamoto 
University since 2002, is perhaps best known for his book Poems of Consciousness (Redmoon Press, 2008), a book that 
articulated for English language haiku poets what it was that their poetry was doing, and how they worked.  Over the 
course of the past fifty years, rules and boundaries abounded in the form based on whatever was available in translations 
of Japanese writers on the subject; English language poets selected what seemed germane or useful in writing, but this 
actually amounted to fragments of knowledge gathered over time; eventually these rules hardened into prohibitions, 
proscriptions, and restrictions that limited the poet’s field of vision; they stopped looking beyond what they had defined 
and formed from fragments gleaned from the Japanese.  With each new publication of a book on the subject translated 
from Japanese, some new trends appeared in the English form, but for the most part imitation was most esteemed; 
creativity and uniqueness questioned, and more often than not rejected.
! With the publication of Poems of Consciousness all that changed.  There were books previously published that paved 
the way for Poems of Consciousness.  Traces of Dreams (Standford University Press, 1998) by Professor Haruo Shirane was one 
such book, as it introduced the modern linguistic model of diachronic and synchronic axes of coordinates in haiku (that 
always existed in Japan and was missing in its English relative, leaving the English poems flat, ahistorical, not complex 
enough to generate a literary criticism).  Then, there was the earlier edition of Japanese Haiku 2001 (edited by the Modern 
Haiku Association [Gendai Haiku Kyokai]). With introductory essays and samples of modernist haiku poets and their 
works, English language haiku poets had the opportunity to see that haiku in Japan had undergone historical processes in 
the 20th Century not un-akin to what had transpired in mainstream Western poetry in the 20th Century.  For many, this 
book was a watershed moment for modern haiku in English.
! Richard Gilbert was already known to English language haiku poets by his academic and researched essay “Stalking 
the Wild Onji,” an essay that explained to Westerners the distinction between sound units (onji in Japanese) and syllables 
in English; with its publication, the often mistaken idea that haiku in English should be written in three lines of 5-7-5 
syllables was revealed to be invalid.
! In Poems of Consciousness, Professor Gilbert combined a number of earlier essays, including the seminal “Disjunctive 
Dragonfly” (Studies in English Language and Literature 47, Kumamoto University, Kumamoto, Japan [March 2004]), along 
with translations of modern Japanese gendai poets.  He offered a typology of types of haiku disjunction ( a term he uses in 



place of what had preceded it historically in defining haiku: juxtaposition, or super-position, of images), and though not 
meant as an exhaustive study, it so replenished the vocabulary and understanding of how haiku actually worked as to have 
changed English-language haiku forever.
! Professor Gilbert well understood that there was work that remained to be done in defining methods of writing 
haiku.  Just recently on Roadrunner (R’r) Haiku Journal’s blog, Gilbert introduced a new term for haiku: “dis-completion,” 
where a poem is written in such a way that it disallows completion, and/or disassembles attempts at reaching a significant 
coherent meaning.

! And it is here that I wish to start.  As John Cage said: “Where does beauty begin? Where does it end? Where it 
ends is where the artist begins.” And so it is with definitions, typologies (however encyclopedic), and poetry.  I recently 
asked Professor Gilbert about his own sparse output of engaging and complex haiku.  He explained to me that he wrote 
poems/haiku “most often . . . when ideas relating to a new approach or way to explore the possible range of haiku 
coalesce.”  Let’s begin in 2004, as that is the date from which the first haiku of Richard Gilbert is available. 

! ! dedicated to the moon
! ! I rise
! ! without a decent alibi

! ! ! (NOON 1, 2004)

The first line confirms what we would expect in our post-modernist age. That is, the unexpected is placed squarely in the 
poetic; aporia is embedded in language, and poetry takes equivocation of meaning as its topos: is the first line a dedication, 
as in a consecration,  an avowal to a person, or a celestial sphere, as in the dedicatory of a book (in miniature)?  Or, is it 
devotion, from the Latin devotus, to give oneself away assiduously, in a vow to the moon?  Is the moon the narrator’s 
solitary goal, an orbiting rock, a satellite, that is dedicated in an equivalent manner to the earth in orbiting it without ever 
rotating, always facing it?  Or is it because they share the linguistic category of “rise?”  “I rise,” says the narrator; the 
“moon,” we say, “rises.”  They are coequals, co-equivalents.  They both have no meaning as a given; both are bodies in 
time/space; both travel daily, nightly.  Without a creator, without something transcending the structure that sets it in 
motion, and to which everything refers for meaning—an alibi—it is hardly far-fetched to equate “ I” to the “moon,” as 
both lack a “decent” alibi.  There isn’t even a crime committed that requires an alibi.  The narrator does not have to 
explain his whereabouts at a given time because he “exists,” just as it can be said that the moon “exists,” and it is no crime 
to exist.

http://roadrunnerhaikublog.wordpress.com/2011/12/25/scorpion-prize-23-joseph-massey/
http://roadrunnerhaikublog.wordpress.com/2011/12/25/scorpion-prize-23-joseph-massey/


! Or, contrariwise, can we say there is something suspicious going on—rising perhaps in the night (time is not 
specified, only hinted at by the evidence of the moon)—that even evokes the need for the word “alibi?”  Was he sleeping 
and he arose?  Or, did he just “rise” from a prone position?
! Was his action voluntary?  Can we say we know, or that he knows, how he rises?  Does this include the awareness of 
the physiology of rising, as part and parcel of knowing what we communicate when we write or speak of rising?
! If you look at the typology of disjunctives found in haiku in “The Disjunctive Dragonfly” (Ibid), you will not find a 
category for the issues raised in this poem; hence, its production and its existence is as a possible project for the future.

! Let’s have a look now at another poem Richard Gilbert wrote in 2004:

! ! a drowning man
! ! pulled into violet worlds
! ! grasping hydrangea 

! ! !    (NOON 1, 2004)

A man being swallowed by water (ironically the word stems from the Gothic word dragkjan, “to give to drink”), as in 
drenched, but “violet worlds” is not our customary way of viewing death by drowning.  We may think of “violent” here; 
the first time I read this poem, I misread it based upon expectations of the word that I presumed would follow upon the 
initial image.  But violet reminds us of the beautiful blue/purple of the flower, and hydrangeas, as well.  Oddly enough, 
etymologically the amethyst, a violet quartz, derives from the Greek word amethystos “amethyst,” literally: “not 
intoxicating  from a- “not” + methyskein (“make drunk”), from methys “wine” (see mead); based on the stone's ancient 
reputation for preventing drunkenness.  So, we have something of a contradiction in “drowning” being related to being 
drenched, drunk, swallowed in water, and its opposite “violet,” related to preventing drunkenness, preventing being 
drenched, drowned.  And, what are the violet “worlds?”  Is the drowning place plural, as in underwater “worlds,” in 
contradistinction to “world?”  In “grasping hydrangea,” perhaps we have an answer: the man is not drowning literally, but 
losing his sense of self in “grasping” (trying to deeply understand) the violet worlds of “hydrangea.”  Is it the drowning or 
intoxication of the lineage of Li Po and Du Fu, where these mountain poets used intoxication (drowning) as a substitute 
for illumination, being deranged, experiencing the loss of boundaries between the ten thousand things and the poets? 
Literally, a drowning man cannot grasp “hydrangea,” because they do not grow by bodies of water, and they are not so 
deeply rooted as to allow someone to be saved by holding on to them.
! Again, indeterminacy is central to the poem, as it is to language in general.
!
! Let’s have a look at some poems Richard Gilbert wrote in 2008.



! ! after the rush
! ! the hollow sound
! ! of the holy

! ! ! (NOON 6, 2008)

We like to think, for security, that words such as “after” have a meaning understood between a speaker/listener or writer/
reader; but that is not the case.  “After” can be any time and dependent on “before,” which is also an indeterminate time.  
We are not located in time in this poem.  Nor does the word “rush” convey a particular meaning. The word is derived 
from Latin impetus “attack, assault, onset, impulse, violence, vigor, force, passion.”  Or is its meaning hurdling, rapid?  
Sometime after one of the meanings of “rush,” (perhaps Newton’s centripetal: center seeking) we have “the hollow sound” 
of the “holy.”  And hollow can be a cave, cavern, a hole, or perhaps from the Old English word deop, meaning “profound, 
awful, mysterious; serious, solemn; deepness, depth.”  The holy is not a substantive; it cannot be pointed to.  Indeed, it is 
quite the opposite, and so it usually requires a sense of “emptiness,” and yet needs further words and explanations to 
interpret it that ultimately have no terminus: it is not a presence, let alone a fully present.  Yet, it is only the “rush” that 
allows its opposite, “hollowness” and “holiness,” to be thought (if not explained, except through ad infinitum usages of 
other words).

! Let’s look at another poem from 2008: 

! ! hungover  —   ignoble
! ! Jerusalem  —    cactus
! ! pissing      —   the cats

! ! ! (R’r 8.2, 2008)

Is this poem exemplary of metonymy?  That is to say, is the contiguity of association of divergent things the operative 
method of the poem?  Or is it words that merely by physical proximity and lineation create a sense of unity where there is 
none?  What of the dash between each word in each line: is this a cutting device used in haiku so often?  The en dash can 
also be used to contrast values, or illustrate a relationship between two things.  Certainly, we experience a relationship 
between being hungover as a moral equivalent of “ignoble.”  Then, we may associate “ignoble” with the holy land, 
“Jerusalem,” as its antithesis.  But, if we continue in this vein, we arrive at cactus, a substantive, associatively related to 
Jerusalem because of its dry, desert-like lands.  We have crossed over categories, though, from the judgmental to the 



physical, unless we understand “cactus,” as prickly and thus as a means to punish the profligate with punctures by the 
needles of cactus.  Then, we move to “pissing,” which relates to being “hungover,” inasmuch as the drinker may still be 
saturated with liquor/liquid and drunkenness is often associated with “pissing.”  But what about the association to “the 
cats?”  Are we to understand that one who is ignobly hungover, pissing, descends to the animal level, is no more moral 
than a “cat?”  Perhaps,  Or, perhaps the only force holding the poem together is the associations, connotations, renderings 
of each individual reader and is not meant at all to have a final meaning.

! Here is another poem from R’r in 2008 (8.2):

! ! waning gibbous
! ! the increasing density
! ! of fall

The waning gibbous moon often initiates a rash of questions about seeing the moon during the day.  If it rises late at 
night, you know the waning gibbous moon must set after sunrise.  In fact, in the few days after a full moon, you’ll often 
see the waning gibbous moon in the west in early morning, floating against the pale blue sky.  And, as the full moon enters 
this waning phase, so too does the “increasing density” of autumn begin to wane what is in nature: the leaves, the 
undergrowth, all the living green.  What is interesting in this poem is the semantic disjunction between increasing density 
with waning moon and fall (the density of which is a lack of density, the loss or fall of nature).

! Another from R’r (8.2) in 2008:

! ! returning bones
! ! a stone unwinds
! ! in the breeze

We have two contrary movements in this poem: centripetal and centrifugal.  We have the centering to “bones,” a 
“returning,” that seems to imply a resumption of life in the body (perhaps in spring), and the “unwinding” of a “stone,” the 
outward spinning of what had been condensed (perhaps in winter); the conjectures are all based upon “the breeze,” 
suggestive of gentle weather, of springtime.  Of course, this rendering of the poem perhaps oversimplifies it.  The phrase 
“returning bones” is itself quite perplexing, another example of poetry as highlighting aporia as its central purpose; its 
playing with the deficiencies of language as its starting and ending point.  The same can obviously be said about the 
phrase “a stone unwinds,” as this is literally impossible.  We could call this, as maybe Richard Gilbert would say, an 
example of the impossibly true disjunction in haiku, a means whereby the metaphoric takes upon itself the burden of 



meaning and transports the reader to an understanding of the real beyond the ordinary categories within which they 
understand the real; it is meant to be disorienting, indecipherable, a mystery; it brings us back to the impossibility of the 
definite.

! Let’s look at an intriguing poem written in 2010 and published in R’r (10.1):

! ! When you dream the inside
! ! smoke between cypress trees

When we dream, we think of it as being “inside,” somewhere; Frederic Nietzsche went so far as to say that it was because 
of dreams that the idea of a soul was first imagined my humans.  Here, the poem seems to have a number of 
enjambments.  It could very well mean “the inside smoke” lies “between cypress trees.”  Cypress trees are often associated 
with flame-like trees that bear relations to death.  Perhaps that is what Prof. Gilbert had in mind when he referred to the 
“smoke between” these trees.  Cypress trees have a long association with the spiritual, with “the inside smoke.”
!
The Etruscans were fascinated by the evergreen nature of the cypress, which retained its leaves when all other trees were 
bare. They believed the tree had supernatural connections and put the plant around their graveyards. The cypress wood is 
quite resinous and strong in highly fragrant essential oils. These properties cause it to decompose very slowly, making it 
an ideal wood for coffins and sarcophagi. The Persians, Syrians and Turks all used the cypress for coffins, and the trees 
were historically planted at both the head and foot of Muslim graves (What Is a Cypress Tree?). Perhaps the poem implies 
that within, “inside,” when you “dream,” you are proximate to the spiritual, the “smoke” in the space between these 
otherworldly trees (that decompose slowly and retain leaves throughout the year, equivalent to a lifetime).

! Then there are a number of poems Prof. Gilbert published in R’r 11.2 in 2011:

! ! there in the trees to begin with just before and just after love

This is a poem that thrives on the essentially poetic: where you would anticipate “to begin” to begin the poem, it is placed 
elsewhere, after a phrase that points to nothing particular-—“trees” being a class of kinds, not individuals—and “there” 
and “in” being equivocality, placement without being knowable.  As to “just before” and “just after,” we are again, though 
this time in “time” not “space,” placed in uncertainty, indeterminacy, in the play of language, of signifiers that lead to 
further signifiers but never to a referent, a thing, a place, and/or a time.  And “love”?  Well, “love” is a substantive, although 
it is always different, always moving, never static, multiple physical movements we have no knowledge of, so that if asked 
do you know what, how you make “love,” you really couldn’t say for sure, but by social convention you would probably 
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answer affirmatively.  So, Richard Gilbert has written a poem of say the Mysterium Coniunctionis, the opposites in alchemy, 
in Adam and Eve, in the mysterious conjunction of binaries, the Unis Mundus.

! Another brilliant poem from the 10.1 issue of R’r:

! ! as an and you and you and you alone in the sea

How deftly Prof. Gilbert slowly builds, adds, one letter from “as” “an” to arrive at “and,” which linguistically is nothing 
more than and, additionally, addition, from “an.”  He is playing with the particles of language.  And then what does he do? 
Why he keeps adding, which is “and,” to “you.”  And “you and you and you.”  And, most ironically, this you, a pronoun of 
the second person singular, a mere semantic creation in the language game, the field of language, without “real” substance, 
adding an and and and still coming up with an “abstraction.” For all that this multiple meaning “you,” who has no static 
existence, but is a trace of all the different allusions, memories, others, technologies, sounds, environs, words, and who in 
time is unfinished and has no control over who they will be and what further influences and interconnections, 
intertextualities will pass through them and in them, is alone in the “sea” of sensorium.  For all that this “you” is anyone in 
general.

! Let’s have one last look at Richard Gilbert, poet.

! ! moon cradled you recall the voice of another I might be the distance

! ! ! (R’r 11.2, 2011)

This poem virtually rings with polysemy.  “moon cradled” may refer to the moon as a cradle in the sky, the clouds as 
pillows, blankets, as it is in Irish lullabies.  Whoever is such in the poem is comforted, and they either “recall the voice of 
another” or “recall the voice of another I”; it is impossible to say for sure how the pauses are meant to be taken.  Probably, 
for the sake of multiple meanings the arrangements of the words intentionally leads to polysemy.  If the “you” hears the 
“voice of another I,” then that might be the cause of the distance that is existing between them.  If, on the other hand, 
the “you” recalls in memory the voice of another, the narrator “I” might be the distance the “you” travels from the present 
to the past of another (“I” might be the conduit for the travel across time; “I” might remind you of, or call you to, 
“another”).  We are virtually in frisson. We cannot get out.  We both deplore uncertainty and willingly embrace it as our 
fate in language, in our world of language, in our world wholly mediated by language.
! As a literary critic, Richard Gilbert creates typologies of kinds of haiku by gathering together, from the whole field, 
examples of poems that work enough in similar ways to deserve to be classified together.  As a poet, however, he does the 



opposite.  He leads with what is most relevant to poetry: the indeterminacy, the constantly shifting meanings implicit in 
language.  The critical voice is certain, strong, coalescing.  The poet’s voice is also strong, but it de-centers meaning, and 
works by the de-centering that already exists in language.  It is a meaningful life Prof. Gilbert lives without finality of 
meaning.  That is why we appreciate him; his life is ours.









! ! ! Hirst's butterflies disturbing the exhibits people

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Alan Summers

	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 on loop the trumpets the punch walked into

	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Paul Pfleuger, Jr.



	 	 ! the calm
	 	 	 after the motorcycle
	 	 	 swallows us

! ! ! ! ! Tyrone McDonald

	 	 	 	 	 the lioness remains something darkness borrowed

             Michael McClintock 



	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 against a snowy sky raven as a color

	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Jim Kacian

! ! spring chill
	 	 anyone went nobody's came

! ! ! ! ! ! Victor Ortiz



	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 walking the mountains

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ears boxed

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 by Wittgenstein

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Patrick Sweeney

	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 how your brain fires tiger lilies crowd other things

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Dan Schwerin



! ! ! ! ! ! deep in woods
	 	 	 	 	 	 all the dancing in
	 	 	 	 	 	 space

	 	 	 	 Richard Gilbert

      Afoot                a white habit

	

      of cadence      violets

      distance left         in our gaze

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Rebecca Lilly



	 	 a different sound from banana leaves bending back

	 	 	 	 	 	 Jim Kacian

	 	 	 	 	 	 arms and legs on the tadpole rented rooms

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Jim Kacian



	 	 	 	 a field of grasshoppers camouflaged in delay

	 	 	 Eve Luckring

 







◇ ◇ ◇

Exceptional Exceptions: Mark Harris’s burl
By Jack Galmitz

! We have all seen them, what we regard as unseemly bloated rings around the trunks of some trees, or as tumorous 
looking growths, or sometimes not until the tree dies and falls over, as they sometimes grow as malignancies on the roots 
of trees.  We call them burls, whereas in other non-US English speaking countries they are referred to as burs or burrs.  
Paradoxically, while to the casual observer they appear to be deformities, to woodworkers and sculptors they are precious 
exceptions because of the wild, unpredictable rings they produce and the aesthetically pleasing shapes they take beneath 
their bark cover.
! This dual nature of burls makes them well-suited representaments of ancient symbols of the balance of opposites, 
whether that be the Tao, the Cross, or Solomon’s Seal.  In Mark Harris’s first book, burl  (Red Moon Press, 2012), the title 
word serves this very purpose: it prepares us for a balanced view of life: the frail, ill-formed, the painful, as well as the 
exceptionally beautiful.  Bear in mind, burls always are the result of some form of stress or trauma undergone by the tree 
on which they have grown and there is no life lived that has not undergone its own stresses and traumas.
! Burls are always covered by bark, which means they are hidden, beneath (yet there existence is obvious by their 
breaching of the symmetry of the tree).  They are, in nature, as well as in Mark Harris’s book, a subtext, sometimes 
unstated, but a language speaking nonetheless.
! If we look at the first poem in the collection, we already see the unseen, the unspoken, in action:

! ! ! ! ! exits
! ! ! ! ! sunlight
! ! ! ! ! leaf
! ! ! ! ! (or
! ! ! ! ! wing)

The book’s first gesture offers a way out, an exit, which implies we are covered, enclosed, trapped, though we may not 
know it; but how are “sunlight,” “leaf,” or “wing” exits?  Well, sunlight permits the appearance of the world out of 
darkness; a leaf is a symmetrical shape and has a calming color in contrast to what in winter we refer to as empty trees; 
and wings offer flight and are contra to stasis or paralysis.  In this first poem, Mr. Harris proffers the balance of binary 
opposites without naming them, a sophisticated opening gesture, and an elucidation of just what burls represents.



! In the following poem, we are given, even if symbolically, the threat we face: “no moon.”  It is darkness visible, and 
if our rational mind controls, still our subliminal neurons intervene.

no moon a neuron reroutes a red alert  

The poem seems balanced in content as well as in sound.  There is something negative in the reiteration of the “n” in the 
first four words and something wrenching, ready, roaring, in the repeated “r” of the last four words.  The body, here the 
reptilian brain, assumes control when the upper functioning brain rationalizes.
! The following poem in the collection is interestingly constructed:

the word for passes through a membrane

Since the word “for” as a preposition is a function word that implies a goal intended, a purpose, or the object of a desire 
or activity, one way to read the poem is literally: perhaps in speech, perhaps semantically, “for” actually passes through a 
thin, film-like structure.  Or, the poem can be read as a poem about poems; it replaces in its own terms the more prosaic 
“osmosis,” or a “semi-permeable membrane,” say, of a cell.  In any event, we find once again balance (that burl represents), 
for a membrane separates and sustains a balance between the two sides of its barrier.
! In the next poem, we have a balance of silence and sound, of words and cries, of humans and non-humans.  More 
like a burl than any preceding poem, this poem replaces a baby’s cries with a mockingbird’s cries, thus adding an 
unexpected growth, an unanticipated element to the scene.

! ! ! ! don’t say a word . . .
% % % % a mockingbird cries
! ! ! ! in our baby’s voice

In the infant stage, pre-verbal, while words are important, imperative, to the formation of the civilized child, the baby 
already hears words and all the other sounds in its environ and does not for a time distinguish between inside and outside, 
between who or what is the source of sound, self or other. Mockingbirds are birds that imitate the songs of many other 
birds; they can mimic the sounds of others perfectly.  At the pre-verbal state, the baby’s voice is vocalizing the 
surrounding sounds, trying to master mimicry and thus is likened to a mockingbird, is, in one sense, transformed into a 
mockingbird.
! Having stated that the word burl operates as a medium of equilibrium, does not mean that every poem aims at the 
equalizing of opposites.  It is meant as a general observation of the purpose of the poems overall, and there are some 
poems that are simply deviations from a norm, or an expectation, a sorrow, and others that counterbalance such poems.  



Here is a strong poem that indirectly questions our presumptions about what is and what is not desirable in human 
beings.  Mr. Harris does this by comparing autism with a deciduous tree rather than an evergreen (one that is 
continuously and predictably in leaf), and the question it raises is whether the failure of a child to be, always a source of 
joy and nothing else (evergreen), is, like the burl on the tree trunk, a deformity or an excepted that is exceptional.

! ! ! ! autism
! ! ! ! !  the tree we took for evergreen
! ! ! ! !  loses its leaves

The question is also conveyed in the lineation of the poem; it is not normative, nor poised; on one side “autism” and on 
the other two long lines.
! We take things as they appear; everyone has at one time or another had someone look at their palm and tell them 
about their life-line.  Palm readers, though, caution against predicting length of life based on this line, because of the 
unpredictability and complexity of end of life issues.  Likewise, we usually associate conifer bearing trees with evergreens, 
yet the larch is deciduous.  Mark Harris compares the two in one of his poems, as, like the burl beneath the bark, the lines 
and shape are unpredictable, and the growth itself is unexpected.  He uses the verb “fixed” here, in its dual sense of healed 
or restored, and contrariwise pinioned, stuck.

! ! ! ! life lines
! ! ! ! nor larch leaves fixed
! ! ! ! where they fall

! It is flux; nothing certain, though it seems otherwise.  What is clearer (usually) than “noon”?  It is the moment when 
the sun is highest in the sky.  Yet, beneath the clarity there is uncertainty. It is our condition. It is in our language.  It is in 
our behavior.  Nothing is definite.  It is in this sense that the word burl has its meaning throughout the book, in whatever 
guise it appears (even when not mentioned).
! ! ! !
! ! ! ! noon
! ! ! ! unknown beneath the bark
! ! ! ! a burl’s wild grain

This grain of thought is taken up in the poem facing the one above.  For Mark Harris life’s suffering is not about loss, but 
rather that clarity is lost forever.



! ! ! ! not loss but
! ! ! ! lost
! ! ! ! a handful of clear water

! As we move into the wintering of the world, the membrane mentioned in an earlier poem becomes a thin layer of 
ice through which the writer and a companion peer now through muddy, murky water to what lies below: as expected, it is 
the sign of decomposition, destruction, disappearance, even of the strongest of substances.

! ! ! ! hearts slowly beating
! ! ! ! in the mud below the ice
! ! ! ! a chain rusted through

And where “wings” were once exits, they are now the fragile remains of a life lived only to be devoured in the end:

! ! ! ! midwinter
! ! ! ! a moth, everything eaten!
! ! ! ! but the wings

! And while solar eclipses do not necessarily occur only in winter, nevertheless the darkening of the sun, the blotting 
of the sun, is highly reminiscent of winter with its weak sun.
! In this section of the book, Mark Harris writes a poem that seeks to trace the roots of his daughter’s autism by 
going backwards in time in the hopes of finding the fetal glitch that precipitated it.  From a formalistic approach, he 
writes the poem upside down, the words ascending from the bottom, and this not only is a visual/concrete image of the 
poem’s meaning, but also relates to the topsy-turvy state of affairs he is researching, the “glitch” that caused a disorder.  
However, there is only darkness at the end of this search.

! ! ! ! ! eclipse
! ! ! !          solar
! ! ! !         a
! ! !                  glitch
! ! ! !       fetal
! ! ! !      her
! ! ! !     fix
! ! !              to



! ! ! !   back
! ! ! !  go
! ! !           we !

! It is this mystery, this inability to fully comprehend a cause for his daughter’s disorder, that is so disheartening and 
frustrating.  It remains and must remain an unexplained “scar.”  In the poem below, he refers to Dr. Itard, a doctor who 
worked extensively with deaf mutes and was unable to treat them in the end.  He was the prototype of the doctor in 
Truffault’s movie The Wild Child (1970), in which a boy who grew up in the wild in isolation (and in all likelihood was 
autistic) is ultimately taught the rudiments of language and hence civilization.
! While there is no miracle cure for autism, Mr. Harris notes that like a severed shoot, cut off from some connections 
in her brain, she eventually opens her mouth and there are signs of life, finally a first word.

! ! ! ! opens her mouth to speak
! ! ! ! the severed shoot grows
! ! ! ! one finger, one leaf

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! a late oak leafs out her first word   !

! Shortly thereafter, Mr. Harris inserts a prose piece about his daughter and himself.  In it, we see Laura, his daughter, 
as curious and energetic as any child, and more so, because she does not see “flaws.”  These, Mr. Harris wisely notes, are 
for the guilty, not the innocent eyes of his child.  He shows her throwing her arms lovingly around a complete stranger, 
who, as a mature, distrusting, “culpable” adult, “extricates” himself from such a free expression.  As to the poet, he 
concedes to needing to believe in magic beans, to escape the giant of all that frightens us in the world.   As Mr. Harris 
confided to me, his daughter is “perfect,” and I believe him whole-heartedly.
! While nature plays something of a curative role in burl, for instance in the poem

! ! ! ! one wish . . .
! ! ! ! a snail’s path
! ! ! ! through the grass

essentially Mark Harris does not harbor any medieval notions of a Book of Nature, where nature was once conceived as 
the creation, and learning to decipher it meant a greater understanding and closeness to the Supreme.  Rather, Mr. Harris 
views nature as meaningful to us from our vantage point, not in-and-of-itself:



! ! ! ! awake
! ! ! ! these fallen twigs
! ! ! ! spell nothing

! What preoccupies Mark Harris is his daughter; in heartwood, where wood that has undergone a chemical 
transformation that makes it impervious to decay, and where once the process is complete the wood is dead, he hears his 
daughter’s echo, which he describes with a word that means abnormal or disordered forms of speech, somewhat like 
gibberish.  And, bear in mind that his daughter is echolalic, which means she repeats what she hears. Since the heartwood 
is dead and soundless, you would expect the echo she gives:

! ! ! ! heart
! ! ! ! wood
! ! ! ! her echo
! ! ! ! lalia

! Then we have the refrain, repeated incrementally, of burl, a word that connects all the poems by its constant 
reappearances in different forms:

a burl’s knotted core the cure the cure

But, the repetition of the word “cure” suggests here a protesting overmuch, a doubt more than a belief, as if saying it 
enough times might make it so.  For a short time later, Mr. Harris writes another poem that flatly contradicts the above 
poem:

! ! ! ! larch
! ! ! ! burl
! ! ! ! hack
! ! ! ! marks
! ! ! ! another
! ! ! ! miracle
! ! ! ! cure

! And the time it takes for a pupa to reach maturity, the stages it must pass through, makes it plain that there are no 
quick fixes:



a pupa breaks down the lure of a quick fix 

! Mr. Harris offers quite a number of poems about insects that bore into trees (one possible reason given for the 
formation of burls) and there is something of a confusion of identity created here: while the insects are literally described, 
they also suggest the pre-mature stages of adulthood, pre-completion, and this has implications regarding his daughter, 
the reader, possibly the poet, too.
! The following poem compares a larva to an infant and its reliance on young wood (sapwood) to live.  Everything 
lives off everything else, and in this book it is trees especially that are subject to infestation and devouring.  But, it is in 
the use of the word “pale infant” that the poet seems to imply that his daughter is still in a developing stage, like a larva.  
It also may imply that we, in our understanding and acceptance of the excepted (such as burls, such as diseases like 
autism) are also in a larval stage.
! ! ! !
! ! ! ! scarred bark
! ! ! ! a pale infant burrows
! ! ! ! into sapwood!

! Larch trees are particularly susceptible to infestation by insects; the insects nourish themselves on the wood and 
the cones in the larval stage; later they form cocoons for protection.  

! ! ! ! at tunnel’s end! ! ! ! ! ! ! growth rings
! ! ! ! a cocoon, a tamarack cone! ! ! ! ! each shapeshifter
! ! ! ! unlocks ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! in its own gnawed void

But it is in the use of the pronoun “her” that the reference to the larva stage is meant as a reference to the poet’s 
daughter, not merely because she is still a child, but because autism deters the metamorphosis into adulthood.

the tunnel a larva leaves behind her

The deficit in speech and social interaction in autism has no certain cause (just as the formation of burls have no 
common, known cause), but certainly the cellular formation (in the brain or the burl) in both are rearranged differently 
than normatively.  As the poet puts it:



! ! ! ! cells rearrange
! ! ! ! at a burl’s heart
! ! ! ! my quiet child

! It is especially clear, in the following poem, that Mr. Harris is equating the motionless, quiescent state of the pupa 
in its silk cocoon to his daughter in her social “shell” of isolation, where she is not fully present, but is still like a dream, 
gossamer, a “ghost girl.”

! ! ! ! ghost girl
! ! ! !    a pupa dreams between
! ! ! !       silk and sapwood
!
! Yet, like the stages of development that certain insects pass through to metamorphosis into adulthood, there is still 
hope that the poet’s daughter will continue to develop, will one day become capable of independent living:

! ! ! ! one sapwood season ! ! ! ! ! ! cold rain
! ! ! ! without light or form she ! ! ! ! ! closes the seed cone!
! ! ! ! grows wings!! ! ! ! ! ! ! not her final wording

! While Mr. Harris’s daughter may be damaged, this does not mean she will not flower.  There are multiple horizons 
to grow in and reach towards.

cut bark curls back and flowers into winter

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! where a crossbill carries
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! a winged seed, the edge of one
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! of many horizons

! We can better prepare ourselves to understand autism if we but knew that, though incurable, it is possible for the 
disorder to rearrange itself in time and with help.  Mark Harris includes a poem about this:

a sequestered sawfly mid morph menses



The sawfly is a shapeshifter that opens the door to transformation from one, and conception to another; at the pupa 
stage they literally break down into a cell mass and reform.  Hence, not only is change possible for Laura, but certainly for 
us, as we are able to transform our thinking about how to view autism.  Remember, there is a culture that does not see 
autism as a disorder, but merely as a difference, and it is not essential to belong to the former category. 
! Perhaps burl can best be understood by its final poem:

! ! ! ! all spirals
! ! ! ! these larch cones
! ! ! ! we turn to face the sun

Whatever our situation, we and all things move outward in time in greater and greater distance from the center where we 
began.  You can see it in cones and in shells, in the double helix structure of DNA, and in the spiral structure of the 
galaxy.  Some theorize that in ancient China, the spiral on tombs was a symbol of the sun.  It is also known as a symbol of 
dialectic.
! And what, if not dialectic, is burl?12  It is unseemly to the casual observer of nature, and a wonder to the artist.  It 
depends on your perspective.  The same can be said of the “wound” that a burl is, that the word is, as Mark Harris says.  
But, the wound, his daughter’s autism, for instance, is also a blessing, for she is loved deeply and the artist’s eye of Mark 
Harris sees the exceptional in the excepted in her.
! If you look at his painting on the cover jacket, you see a striated, wavelike pattern found often on some tree trunks.  
It is linear, not perfectly so, and seems to be a code, a writing of some kind.  It is like the spatially uniform lines of the 
poems within the book.  Both give us a sense of security, because they evoke a sense of order, uniformity, arrangement.  
Yet, in the corner of the book cover, in a strange font, is the title burl.  And what if a burl is developing?  What if twigs of 
the trunk did not differentiate and became a burl?  What if a trauma, an infestation, an inward turning is taking place?  
Still, it will spiral; it must spiral; it must face the sun.
! Mark Harris spirals throughout the book, and he most certainly faces the sun.  He doesn’t cover his eyes.  He 
doesn’t allow us to cover our eyes or hide from life.  If he had it his way, we would all slow down to such a degree that we 
could see “the trees grow.”  Then we could really see things as they are, not as we imagine them.  Imperfection is in the 
eyes of the imperfect, in what one believes to be imperfect. It is not in things in themselves.









	 	 	 mock sun within the surplus of broken parts

	 	 	 	 	 	 Cherie Hunter Day

	 	 	 	 	 errorlit curves I built a church to

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Paul Pfleuger, Jr.



	 	 	 	 	 	 in the eye that's lower

	 	 	 	 	 	 than the other

	 	 	 	 	 	 a crow's broken foot

	 	 	 	 	 Patrick Sweeney

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 living

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! pressure of the sun

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 in her belly

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Richard Gilbert



   behind her fine curtain other growths join the queue    

	 	 	 	 	 Helen Buckingham

outside
the hospital room
out loud numbers

 Gary Hotham



   funeral is the sound cut paper

	 	 	 	 Scott Terrill

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 running forever
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 spring after
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 tragedy

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Richard Gilbert



	 unbound teeth not everything still her taste

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Richard Gilbert

 

	 	 	 	 	 mother the slow rhythmic pulse of swan wings

	 	 	 	 Michelle Tennison
 



	 	 	 	 breast veins more pronounced winter's hummingbird 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Scott Metz

	 	 	 	 	 	 pregnant she sleeps
	 	 	 	 	 	 the weight of each released
	 	 	 	 	 	 piano key

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Philip Rowland



       in this fetus, too 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 a sculpture
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 passing by

	 	 	 	 	 	 Scott Terrill

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 what destinations
        　　in the next ocean　　 deer

            flesh　　　　 lavender

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Scott Metz



	 	 	 	 zombie invasion if not deeply provocative insight

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Lee Gurga

	 	 as they expect night acquainted business of me

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Paul Pfleuger, Jr.



      In the wasteland               whose right
	
      it is                    the bowels of glacial

      animals                               my ashes

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Rebecca Lilly 

	 	 	 	 wing-prints in dust on the terminus girder

	
	 	 	 Philip Rowland
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